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The reason for the plane crash which claimed the life of novice 




The Sidney banker was the lone occupant of the plane which 
crashed into the side of a mountain in the Fraser Valley. Saturday.
Coroner Gerry Tilley said an autopsy performed Monday at 
Royal Columbian Hospital lailetl to uncover if Andrews. 53. was 
alive just prior to the crash,
The autopsy revealed that Aiidrcws sustained severe multiple 
traumatic injuries. I'milici' sttidics will be conducted joiluly by the 
Canadian Aviation Safety t3oard medical team and Vancouver 
pathologist l>r. F. Sliiim." rillcy salt!.
The results of their analysis, said Tilley, won't be linalizcd for at 
Ictisl ilnee weeks .•md possibly longer.
Trying to determine if Andrews was alive when the plane crash­
ed, said Tilley, “may be difficult.”
“It could be the cause of the crash will remain undetermined,” 
Tilley said.
He said John Urquhart of Chilliwack, district coroner for the 
Upper Fraser Valley, will likely conduct an inquiry.
Andrews, who lived at 10405 Finch Place, left Victoria Interna­
tional Airport in a rented plane at 12:20 p.m, on what was to have 
been some local practice flying.
However, after staying in the vicinity of the airport for about 45 
minutes, Andrews began a slosv climb which took him over tlie San 
Juan Islands towards the Lower Mainland.
Andrews' plane went down at 2:40 p.tn. as his Ccs.sna 172. owit- 
ed by the Victoria Flying Club, ran out of fitcl.
Authorities are trying to uncover why he did not lespond to radio 
messages from the airport’s control tower and other efforts to 
make contact with him prior to crasliing.
Investigators will also search for reasons why Andrews changed 
his flight plan in the air knowing he had between two and three 
hours supply of fuel for flying.
Tom Brenan, chief flying instructor for the Victoria Flying Club 
and the club’s manager, followed Andrews during the latter part of 
his fatal trip.
Brenan was about 60 metres away from Andrews, trying to at­
tract his attention by tipping his wings. But Andrews did not res­
pond.
Brenan was akso joined by a Labrador helicopter and a Buffalo 
aircraft fromComox after the Rescue Co-ordlnaton Centre at CFB 
Esquimali was alerted.
Andrew,s !ll,sappcarcd in the clouds at 12.000 feet near Ab­
botsford.
Andrcw.s, who recently received an award for 2.5-years service 
with the Bank of Montreal, was the Sidney branchmanager for 
about .seven yenr.s.
Crimes against people 
climb 12 per cent
There is nearly an eight per 
cent reduction of criminal of­
fences for 1985 in Sidney, North 
Saanich and the Indian Reserves- 
compared to the previous year 
according to Sidney RCMP.
Staff Sgt. John Penz said 
criminal offences against people 
were up 12 per cent while pro­
perty offences dropped 19 per 
cent.
Penz said se.xual assault com­
plaints. particularly on the In­
dian Reserves, were linked to 





















A 12-hour marathon 
a u c t i o n f e a l u rj n g 
celebrities, a fair-like at­
mosphere and a host of 
valuable items, comes to 
Sidney .March 15.
It’s all part of 
Chamber of Commerce 
week on the Peninsula. 
There will be other event,s 
during the week and a 
special newspaper detail­
ing all the events and 
auction items.
News Inside
French immersion is 
catching on, outgrowing 
schools and placing in­
creasing demantls tm the 
school tiistrict . .........
British Royalty have 
been al her side, her 
books and courses are a 
ircmendtnis sifeccss and 
her Central Saanich 
acreage is the base of it 
all ...Bl
I
A Brentwood College j 
student talks about his ; 
lieari trouble as pan of 
the Review’s report on 
Heart Month.
Sports Inside
|| Barry Rice,.new'co'acli j 
h of the Caps, has to con> ; 
I tend with a dwindling r 







“I think the attention given 
to sexual assaults in the past 
year has encouraged some peo­
ple to come forward where they 
otherwise were saying 
nothing,” Penz said.
Some sexual abuse com­
plaints received by Sidney 
RCMP, he said, dated back 10 
years.
Penz credited a higher RCMP 
visibility and a more involved 
general public, a result of 
neighborhood watch and 
related crime prevention pro­
grams, for the drop in property 
offences.
Sidney registered a 24 per 
cent decrease in property of- , 
fences while North Saanich was 
dowm eight per cent.
Enforcement, he said, as a 
deterrent itself is hindered by 
case backlog in the courts.
“The faster the court process 
the bigger impression left on the 
individual. But we are setting 
cases now for July,” Penz said.
He says the additional Sidney 
court date each month will 
eventually speed up the process.
“Charging someone with an 
offence and giving them a
notice of appearance six months 
later is not a deterrent in itself,” 
Penz said.
The RCMP are also concern­
ed with the increased number 
and severity of motor vehicle 
accidents on the Pat Bay 
Highway the last six months.
“Speeding coupled with a 
disregard for traffic lights is a 
bad mixture, ’ ’ Penz said.
The Sidney RCMP detach­
ment is responsible for policing 
the highway assuming the duties 
previously done by the highway 
patrol unit.
“We want the highway 
patrolled every day but our 
manpower is limited if person­
nel are required for police 
emergencies or investigations,” 
Penz said.
With the anticipated ferry 
traffic during Expo, Penz said 
no vacation leave will be 
allocated next summer.
“We expect a lot more traffic 
and just more people in general 
coming into the area because of 
Expo. There will also be 
dignitaries and heads of slate 
visiting Victoria and our detach­
ment will probably assist in pro­
viding security,” Penz said.
Detention home 
turned down
A split-vole by North Saanich 
council luts forced the Salvation 
.Army to find auoilicr .site in the 
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Captain George Swai 
s.'sid the Salvation Army accepts 
council’s decision.
Swadflling said the proposed 
Wain Ril. site ’.vas their favored 
location.
“We have several pro.spectivc 
alternate sites and we will be 
following them up,” Swaddling
'■'said..'
The vote by council on a re- 
zoning bylaw, which would 
allosv tlic detention home to 
conform to municipal zoniiig, 
w.'is deadlocJced 3-.3 at a special 
council meeting held Jan. 27,
Aldcnnen Eugene Hailin, 
Btirbara Brennan and Joan 
Beattie were in favor of the ap- 
plicatioti while Mtiyor Loyd 
Harrop and Aldermen Gil 
Soellner tind John Stone were 
opposed. Alt), Chris Lott, a 
lawyer, abstained tine to a con­
flict of iutetot...
Accordittg lo,, the Municipal 
Act, a resolution inusi have a 
majority vote in order to pass.
Harrop said eouiicil's vote 
reflecietl lite fce1ing.s of North 
Saanich rcsitlents towards the 
deteiMtou liuiiie.
“We had to weigh the iftars 
itnd anxieties of people who 
would have to live in the irn* 
mediate mca of the detention 
home against our responsibility 
Un yt.mng pe'uple gone iistray to
straighten them out,” Harro'p 
said.
“It was a hard decision to 
make.”
The detention centre would 
have hou.se(l eight nRiie.s bet­
ween the ages of 13 and 17. The 
Salvation Army has set up 
similar home.s in Nanaimo and 
Langley.
Swaddling said it could be 
difficult to find a sheas attrac­
tive as tlic North Saanich pro­
perty. Budget lirniiaiions vyill he 
a big factor in the search, he 
said; ,.
TIowever, if a .suitable site is 
found within the Greater Vic­
toria area, Swadtiling said the 
project could get underway im­
mediately and a home for buys 
could be open within a year.
Parkland Dance Company members (from left) Gina Kadatz, Elena Massie, Domini­
que Proctor and Brynn Jones are off to Edmonton with 17 other Parkland dancers to 
perform at functions throughout the Alberta capital. Stops include a national basket­
ball tournament, high schools and a day the West Edmonton Mali.
Sexual abuse cases up
The stories arc coming out of 
the closet at a rale no one ex­
pected two or three years ago, 
m a k i n g c h i 1 d s cx u a I a b u se one 
of the peninsula’s gravest con­
cerns today.
’ '“^yTi A NV A N AGTr”'
Review Staff Writer '
A dramatic increase in 
repuricd case,s of child sexual 
abuse has occurred over the ptnsi 
two years, and RCMP Staff 
Sergeant John Penz says, “wc 
saw the number.s peak in early 
1985.”
In 19«3, Sidney RCMP
Ayl arc! gets fomm
Legal tidvicc has prompted North Saanich Mayor Lloyd 
Harrop to call a special council meeting to deal with George 
Aylard's proposal for a lownhbiise development ft 
Harrop is expected to make council’s views known to 
Aylard during the half-hour session aritl allow time lor rebut­
tal by Aylard of the arguments aRuinsr the proposal.
'' Harrop, idihmisl'i|rt;,fusirig ,to'di.’wu...s,jhc'.toiHcufs uf the 
legal advice with council, told the Review “ecmncil Is beitding 
over backwards to keep Mr, Aylartl Informed^, ft 
A public information tn/'ctine has also vf^tuntnEHt on 
the Aylard development prdpdsiil for Feb. 24 and the followft 
lug evening a public hearing will be held to deterrrtiric if coun­
cil will proceed with bylaws to kill the propositi, vihlch rccciv- 
cd the formcr’'couuciTs''hlc.s.sings,lii.ic,l,tst yeat.' Boll) sessions 
arc to be held at the liegion Hall on Mills Road,
reported five charges of sexual 
a.ssault. The figure tripled in 
1984, with 15 ca.scs reported, 
and in 1985, II charges were 
laid.
“Thcre’.'i been a substantial 
incrca.se in reported incidents 
over the past two years, and 
wc’rc even getting reports of in­
cidents wliich occurred many 
years, as juany a,s 10, year.s 
aEO.”,''
Ministry of human resources 
officials in .Sidney believe the in­
creases are largely due to greater 
awareness of the problem in the 
community,
“For quite a while people 
were not sure it Was a crime. 
They considered it a social pro­
blem,” explained MHR district 
supervisor Riley Hern,
“The real question ttntil 10 
years ago was how to deal with 
the i,ssue. Changc.s only oc­
curred when it became dear that 
society’s iroaiing of (he offense 
was not successful, and of­
fenders offended again,”
Bpth Hrrn and MH K social 
worker Vui Lortdon agree there 
are ''definitely more people 
(epoi img it now.
“Rerhaps there are not rnpre 
incidents of abuse now, but 
there's been an increase in the 
cases reported over the last four 
1.0 five yeuis,” says London.
. Sexual Abuse is one of'fthc
most difficult traumas for 
children to come to ierrn.s with, 
but there is an increase in self- 
reporting among 12, 13 and 14 
year olds, London add,s,
“They’re beginning to feci 
they hove more power over flieir 
lives and they’re willing lo 
speak out bccfsuse of what’s 
been done to them,” slie says.
Hern notes, however, that 
many children do not report 
what i.s happening to Ihcin.
“Over a long period of time, 
they find way,s to cope with if,” 
he says,
“A lot of kids arc victimi/.cd 
twice.
“Tliey do become drug ad­
dicts, prostitutes and runaways, 
and society deals with that, but 
not with the abuse.”
As a society, “we do treat the 
safe problem, but not the .scary 
one. Society has not recognized 
the problem yet.
“Wc’rc not sure of ourselves 
and how to treat these people, 
and there's not a hvt of money 
in place to deal with it,” he 
charge,s,
“It’s one of those taboos dun 
people just don'ti want, to 
believe lakes place,” lie adds;
In B.C., MHH and the police 
jointly investigate reports of 
sexual abuse. While viut police 
are uliim,ilcly respousibk for 
Continued on page Ail ,





Sidney town council has en­
dorsed the hiring of three public 
works and one parks employee 
in order to restore day-to-day 
duties which have been ignored 
since staff cutbacks two years 
ago.
Mayor Norma Sealey said the 
two departments are in a 
“catch-up position, and it is im­
portant we have these people on 
staff.
“Former councils in a frugal 
position perhaps cut too far.” 
Sealey said.
Public works will be boosted 
by one full-time and two part- 
time laborers, while the parks 
department will gain one full­
time employee.
Alderman Stewart MacKay 
supported hiring additional 
staff, and noted, “it is clear the 
quality of our urban develop­
ment is going downhill.
Public works staff now con­
sists of six people, and parks 
has one supervisor and three 
gardeners.
Aid. Ben Ethier was the only 
member of council opposed to 
the additional hiring.
Pandora Hat work with Pisces II last spring.
Pandora offer not enough
American researchers are 
showing a keen interest in the 
Pandora 11 and Pisces II to con­
duct further studies on the hot 
air vents.
However, Bob Ward of 
Sidney, agent for Northland 
Shipping of Halifax which owns 
the vessel, told the Review Fri­
day the one-month contract just 
isn’t good enough.
Despite interest from the Na­
tional Oceanographic and At­
mospheric Administration, 
Ward says it is unlikely a crew 
could be mustered for such a 
shortseason.
oceans and fisheries depart­
ment.
Since then Ward has been 
scrambling to either sell the 
Pandora or find a full season of 
charters. So far, the only offer 
is from the American research 
agency.
The agency is putting its own 
research vessel and submersible 
into action on the Juan de Fuca 
Ridge.
Although no Canadian agen­
cies will be at work on the hot 
air vents this summer. Universi­
ty of Victoria marine biologist 
Verena Tunnicliffe will take
claims.
There are fears, here, that the 
a’osence of Canadian research 
teams in the disputed area could 
hurt Canada’s sovereignty posi­
tion.
Ward told the Review earlier 
that both the importance of the 
research and the soveriegnty 
issue warrant Canadian par­
ticipation.
■snimi to MSAXf: 
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7115 W. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
The:Eandora,. and the Pisces „ .part in the American studies.
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD.
which is owned by the Pat Bay 
Institute of Ocean Sciences, 
were both sidelined by federal 
restraint measures within the
Parts of the ridge are in 
disputed waters in which both 
the Canadian and American 
governments have staked
HERITAGE ESTATES 




Continued from Page Al 
laying charges, MHR deals with 
the child.
“Our prime concern is for the 
safety and welfare of the 
child,” says London.
“Wc decide if the child is at 
risk to further abuse. Wc look 
for a protector in the home, but 
if there is no one, the child will 
be removed.”
The Saanich School district is 
currently establishing policy to 
deal with sexual abuse, and will 
also implement a preventive 
program in local .schools.
“It will be a safety program 
geared al a personal level,” says 
special services administrator 
Michael Ryan.
In-service programs will 
guide teachers on steps to take if 
they .suspect sexual abu,sc, or if 
a child confides the abuse to the 
teacher.
Ppnz notes that all child-care 
professionals are obliged to 
report all suspicions or 
knowledge of incidents of .sc.\- 
iial abuse.
Hern explains that difficult as
it may be, people must start 
reporting those they suspect of
abusing children.
‘‘They are exteme 
manipulators. They’re not just 
innocent people who are a little 
lonely.
“They con everyone to hide 
the facts," he .says.
While the roots of sexual 
assualt are almost impossible to 
define. Hern believes the great 
volumes of sexually explicit 
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2449 Beacon 656"5584 MARTEN HOLST
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Serving Your 
Community for Over 
Sixty Years
J^onwta know tho quality and cmccri- 
ty ol our services T . everyone can be 
conliderit in our ability to see lo your 
wisnos, (lOin itw ciiurchul youi ciioicu 
or ciif downtown Chapels. '
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Look for these and other bargains
• boats • chainsaws • dishes » desks • chairs • filing cabinets • parts 
cabinets • wooden cabinets • bicycles • kitchenware « cannping gear» hand 
tools » electronic equipment • VHF radios • electric typewriters • dictating 
and transcribing units ® calculators • cameras • blankets • household 
appliances • lighting plant • household fixtures • motorcycle » barber chair 
and many other items •
TERMS:CASH&CARRY--~VISA&MASTERCARDACCEPTABLE
Aintoms sold OB Is. Delivery Is purchaser's responsibility.
" ALL SALES FINAL






• Sedans «Pick-ups •Ambulances 
'•4x4’a •'Vans ■' ■
OFFER FORMS AND CONOmONS OF SALE WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE ABOVE SITE. 
VIEWING OF VEHICLES PERMITTED FED, 8lh ONLY. BIDS CLOSE 2 P.M. SALE DAY.
FOR SALE 
BYTENDER
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FOR RESERVATIONS: 656-6622 
2328 HARBOUR ROAD, IN SIDNEY ^
DINNER FROM 5.00RM,, SUNDAY BRUNCH. CLOSED MONDAYS
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
ZONING BY-LAWS NO. 493 AND 498 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that all persons who believe that their 
interest in property may be affected by the following By-laws will 
be afforded an opportunity to be heard at a PUBLIC HEARING to 
be held in the Council Chambers, North Saanich Municipal Hall, 
1620 Mills Road, North Saanich. B.C., on Monday, February 17, 
1986 at 7:00 P.M.
BY-LAW NO. 493
The purpose of this By-law is to amend Zoning By-law No. 464 
(1983) by the addition of an '‘RM-2 RESIDENTIAL MULTIPLE” 
zone and to regulate the use of land, buildings and structures in 
this zone. This By-law would also re-zone those properties legally 
described as:
“The Northerly 132 feet of Lot 2, Section 16, Range 2 East. 
Plan 2811;
The Southerly 160 feet of Parcel B of Lot 3, Section 16. 
Range 2 East, Plan 2811 except Plans 779R and 1064R;
Plan 779R of Parcel B of Lot 3, Section 16. Range 2 East, 
Plan 2811;
Plan 1064R of Parcel B of Lot 3, Section 16, Range 2 East, 
Plan2811;
Lot 1 except the easte.dy 255.5 feet. Section 16, Range 2 
East, Plan 4519;.
The easterly 255.5 feet of Lot 1, Section 16, Range 2 East,
, Plan 4519; = ' :; / '
Lot 1, Section 16, Range 2 East; Plan 7191;
Lot 2, Section 16, Range 2 East, Plan 7191;
Lot 1, Section 16, Range 2 East, Plan 27740; and 
Lot 2, Section 16. Range 2.East, Plan 27740”
all North Saanich District, from R-2 Residential Zone to RM-2 
Residential Multiple Zone. This would permit construction of a 
single family dwelling and/or two family dw'ellings at a density of 
one unit per 557.9m'= (6000 square feet), or Multi-family dwellings 
at 12 units per 4000mT(one acre), provided that the property is 
serviced by a community water and community sewer system. 
Parks and recreation uses are also permitted in an RM-2 zone.
R-2 to RM -2^











Tho purpose of thi.s By-law is lo amend Zoning By-law No. 464 
(1983) to re-zono iho northerly 80.467 rhetres (264 feet) of the pro­
perly legally cio-scribod as;
“Lot A, Block 5. Soction 21, Range 1 East, North Saanich 
District. Plan 1787”
from A-1 Rural to R-3 Rt?filderiiial, to perroit residenlial develop­
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Copies of tho above proposed fjy-laws and other relevant informa­
tion and reports may bo inr»pootod at the North .Saanich Municipal , 
Hall, LCnO.MI’H.ncay, Mo’th Ca3riich;!|r hct,’.'C''n Uy:* hourc of 
0:30 A M, and 4:30 P.M. on any day tho Municipal Hull is open lor 
business prior to the Hearing.
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Doctor’s lawn a drainage ditch
A Saanichton doctor is tired 
of paying S4,000 in municipal 
taxes for property which has 
become a drainage collection 
pond.
And he wants Central 
Saanich council to do 
something about it.
Dr. Anton Voorhoeve moved 
into his new office at 7865 Pat­
terson Rd. two years ago.
He spent close to $10,000 
landscaping his commercially 
zoned one-acre lot with grass 
and shrubs and drainage system 
underneath a gravel parking lot 
and a sump.
However, Voorhoeve’s pro­
perty serves as a natural collec­
tion point for runoff the John 
Deere dealership, owned by 
John Grieve, on East Saanich 
Rd.
At the rear of Grieve’s 
building is a cement slab install­
ed for the washing of 
machinery.
“That leaves a lot of oil and
Dr. Voorhoeve upset. . .
grease in the runoff which kills 
the gras? when it hits my pro­
perty. It defeats the purpose of 
landscaping my property in the 
first place,” Voorhoeve said. 
Voorhoeve’s neighbor Jack
Todd said he has dealt with 
flooding problems since moving 
into the neighborhood six years 
ago.
“A lot of the plants in my 
garden are drowned out after a 
heavy rain. It’s one great big 
mess in my backyard when the 
oil gets mixed in with the 
water,” Todd said.
He says the landscaping done 
by Voorhoeve has helped reduce 
the flooding on his own proper­
ty-
Voorhoeve says he is not 
prepared to spend upwards of 
$50,000 to pump the water up 
into a municipal drainage ditch.
Another solution, he says, is 
for the municipality to obtain a 
drainage right-of-way on vacant 
farmland, situated between 
Voorhoeve’s property and the 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital, 
owned by George Graham of 
Victoria.
“I have talked with the lan­
downer about getting an ease­
ment to his property and gotten 
absolutely nowhere, 
Voorhoeve said.
“All that would be needed is 
a PVC pipe and a hole to allow 
the water to drain off my pro­
perty by its natural course.”
Gay Wheeler, Central 
Saanich administrator, said the 
municipality will attempt to 
negotiate for an easement on 
Graham’s property.
If no agreement can be reach­
ed, Wheeler said the municipali­
ty can expropriate the right-of- 
way or appeal for an easement 
directive from the provincial 
ministry of municipal affairs.
It would cost about $1500 for 
the storm drain addition.
“If we expropriate the pro­
perty, then the municipality 
would pay all the cost of the 
storm drain.” Wheeler said.
“A directive from municipal 
affairs will result in the cost be­
ing passed on to all propery,' 
owners who directly benefit.”
French immersion bursting quarters
French immersion in School 
District 63 will expand to 
Sidney’s Salisbury Elementary 
school in September.
Parental demand for a com­
pletely French education for 
their children has greatly in­
creased since French immersion 
was first introduced six years 
ago in the Saanich school 
district.
Sansbury is the third school 
to offer the immersion pro­
gram. Eighteen classes of im­
mersion are already in place at 
Deep Cove and Keating elemen­
tary schools, said executive 
assistant of French programs, 
Patrick David.
The Sansbury program for 
1986-87 will likely be limited to 
one split class of grade three 
and four, David said.
“But it will depend on the 
number of kids enrolled,” he 
added.
Further expansion was halted 
at Deep Cove school, which is 
nearing its 50 per cent immer­
sion limit, because “it was ex­
panding there too fast,” said 
David.
“This will take some of the 
pressure off Deep Cove.”
David confirmed there is a 
definite continuous demand for 
French instruction, and he 
predicted further expansion of 
immersion and French-as-a-
lii pollee ^weeiB
Task force jumps fences
A regional police task force 
has put a significant dent in the 
stolen property “black market” 
according to the operations 
, superintendant for the Victoria 
city police.
Doug Richardson said the 
task force has recovered 
$73,000 in stolen property and 
laid 56 criminal charges against 
30 people following a three 
month investigation.
“We are more than satisfied 
with the results. At the outset 
we were looking to curtail the 
fencing of stolen property and 
reduce the number of break- 
ins,” Richardson said.
“And we have met both those 
objectives.”
He said burglaries in the 
larger Greater Victoria com­
munities have dropped in the 
last three months compared to 
the preceding August-Ociober 
period.
The regional unit, headed by 
Saanich police Sgt. Jim Arnold, 
pulled eight officers from their 
regular duties on Greater Vic­
toria departments.
He said undercover work wjis 
not required for the investiga­
tion,
“We used our normal in­
vestigative procedures. I guess 
the key was having all our in­
formation centralized which 
made it more efficient for us to
attack the problem,” Richard­
son said.
The Central Saanich 
municipal police department 
contributed one constable to the 
unit while Sidney RCMP had no 
direct involvement in the in­
vestigation.
Richardson said the 
recovered property consisted 
mostly of electronic equipment 
and jewelry.
“1 can’t comment specifically 
on this investigation but 
generally the serial numbers on 
electronic equipment are remov­
ed and the items re-sold in a 
meeting place such as a beer 
parlor,” Richardson said.
Jewelry, he said, is usually
melted down.
Sgt. Don Mann of the Central 
Saanich police said formation 
of the task force itself is a deter­
rent to burglars.
“I would like to see the task 
force continued but it means 
pulling policemen off their 
regular duties and they would 
need to be replaced,” Mann 
said.
Richardson said the task 
force will now function on a 
week-to-week basis.
“Because officers must be 
seconded from their normal 
duties, the area chiefs will have 
input on the merits of retaining 
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second-language programs in 
the future.
“We seem to add one more 
grade every year, and we need 
more immersion teachers every 
year too,” he said.
With many of the students 
now enrolled in French immer­
sion nearing secondary school, 
David said the demand for 
secondary French immersion 
teachers will increase in the next 
few years.
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Where Fear Prevails
Fear has prevailed where faith and trust should grow.
A residential group home for male youths in trouble, 
a project of the Salvation Army, was turned down last 
week by North Saanich council.
Among the reasons given for the rejection was the 
issue of spot zoning. While we can’t support spot zoning 
in most cases, the group home in no way detracts from 
the residential nature of the area.
In fact, the residential setting was considered by the 
Salvation Army to be the crucial element of the group 
home.
Council, with Chris Lott abstaining, was evenly split 
on the proposal. Unfortunately, the Salvation Army 
sponsors, don’t get the benefit of the doubt. For the ap­
plication to pass a majority vote was needed in favor.
Mayor Lloyd Harrop’s argument that neighbors’ con­
cerns win out when weighed against the need to help get 
boys back on track, won’t wash.
The Salvation Army was beaten by fear, not by good 
arguments against the group home. Fear has prevented 
the community from extending a helping hand to boys 
in trouble.
The ideas of faith and trust may suggest to some ele- 
F. inent of risk, ’oefore there is a benefit. Often the benefit 
V: of faith and trust is the return of these expressions in 
||kind. Fear has prevailed where faith and trust should 
grow. We are the worse for it.
Emergency Number
Is Not Ringing
911 isn’t ringing on the Peninsula and may not be for 
months or even years to come.
Central Saanich is viewing this extremely beneficial 
emergency number with caution and even skepticism.
The core communities are cornmitted to 911, but until 
the service proves itself, and the bugs (if there are any) 
are ironed out. Central Saanich is not jumping at the 
chance to put a lifesaving service into use.
911 is a proven quantity . Not so long ago, there was a 
Story of a very young girl, who when faced with a dying 
babysitter, had the presence of mind and the knowledge 
to dial 9 M . It saved a life.
There are bugs in the system. The only bugs are a lack 
of willingness and financial commitment on the part of 
Central Saanich.
911 does deliver. An expensive item, perhaps, (but 
worth the price of admission. Let your policitians know 
that you favor the introduction of 911 as the emergency 
number for the entire south end of the island.
PENINSyiA LIFE





TOP OF THE PILE
Quesncl Mayor Micheal Pearce has launched a campaign 
for good news by writing to broadcasters and newspaper 
editors.
“All my life,” writes Pearce. “1 have become accustomed 
to tune into the news, he it through radio, television or 
nesvspapers. Always the bulk of the news is dismal and entire­
ly concerned with economic or human tragedy.
Pearce says it is time for a change for a day. With coopera­
tion from the media, Pciirce wants Peb. 28 declared I'tovin- 
cialMumun Interest News Day.
On that day, Pearce proposes that radio and television sta­
tions and newspapers gel involved iii making a total cflort iiv 
their news departments to broadcast or print only news items 
of positive human interest.
Micltael Cho aiul family, who caiue from llong Kong in 
1969, arc in business for the first time, Michael is the Ibiiner 
meat manager at Pamily Food Mart in Victoria. The fainily 
now runs the Amity Market at 2.135 Amity Drive. Welcome to 
the Peninsula.
The iicw office renovations proved too much for Review 
Publisher Reg Cowic. Me left for Hawaii hoping that 
everything would be in order upon his return. Little does he 
know the staff is building a small ledge off the second storey 
for his desk and filing cabinet.
yi'
: Lettere to Editor 
)X/^elcomed by Review
Letters to the editor must be signed, contain 
the writcr’-s addrc.ss and a telephone number 
where he or she can be reached, Letters sliould 
not exceed 2()0 words in length and may be 
edited for clarity, legality or taste.
“Congratulations Sidney!’’ 
was my first reaction on return­
ing after living for some years in 
Burnaby, Spain, and England.
The little town where we 
shopped when we homesteaded 
on our five acres in North 
Saanich has blossomed into a 
smart and busy centre, with a 
greatly improved mix of stores 
and restaurants.
Still the same friendly at­
mosphere, and thank goodness 
no. parking meters. There is 
evidence of thoughtful im­
provements, with flowers to 
brighten Beacon Avenue, and 
the shrubs, lawns, and flower 
beds adjacent to the wharf. The 
new library is a joy after the 
crowded premises in Sanscha 
Hall.
It was no surprise to learn 
that waterfront development is 
.still a prime topic after all these 
years. One can but hope that the 
end result of all the debate and 
studies will be something of 
which future generations will be 
proud.
Of one thing I am sure. The 
most desirable feature of lany 
seaside town is, without doubt, 
good public access to the 
foreshore. We have only to look 
at Vancouver’s Stanley Park, 
Victoria’s Beacon Hill, let alone 
the many popular watering 
holes of North America and 
Europe. A resort that has a 
good waterfront promenade is 
assured of burgeoning commer­
cial succc.ss. Victoria was astute 
enough to include a good public 
path from Laurel Point 
development to the Inner Har­
bour. No doubt llicy will de­
mand a similar arrangement 
when tlie Songhecs lands are 
handed over to the builder.s.
A very fine .start has been 
made to provitle waterfront 
walkways in Sidney, both at 
Ttilista I’ark, and around the 
rxvint witcre the old Resthaven 
Hospital used to stand. The 
vital centre of the lov/n merits 
no less a iteatmetu. One has oiir 
ly to look out on a fine day 
from the whrtrf dining room at 
the SidneyHotel to sec the 
many cars choking the goyerii- 
rncni wharf, their owners stan­
ding tippy toe at the end of the 
dock to gaze sppllhound across 
that beatitiful scaseitpe.
IV' h a t e v e r c n m »n c r c 1 a I 
moriumenis are eventually to be 
taiscil on Sidney’s prime waicr- 
(omt property, wlicu we .sell off 
the rights to that valuable asset,
I trust that our mayor and coun­
cil in their wisdom, will ensure 
that the citizens of Sidney, and 
tourists and vistors, will enjoy 
strolling along a wide and well 
landscaped path by the sea.
Would it be too much to hope 
that Tilista Park and Resthaven 
might be joined by a seawall a la 
Stanley Park? That sort of thing 
would ensure a steady supply of 
cash customers for hotels and 
shops. There must be large sums 
of federal and provincial 




I view with grave and growing 
concern the repeated rumblings 
emanating from Mayor Harrop 
of North Saanich regarding his 
intention to overturn the ap­
proval given last year for the 
development of a parcel of the 
Aylard property bordering on 
Wain Road.
Official approval to proceed 
was given by a cotmcil majority 
after much discussion, various 
tests and two public meetings 
which displayed strong support 
for the project. A clear indica­
tion of the voters’ endorsement 
of the plan became evident in 
the municipal elections of List 
November when former Alder­
man R. Vermeer, a vociferous 
and emotional opponent of the 
development, was .soundly 
defeated.
Any action taken by Mayor 
Harrop and his council minion.s 
to rescind the approval already 
given would result in strong 
reaction by municipal taxpayers 
and, almost certainly, a libel 
suit against North Saanicli. 
Court settlements have grown 
trcmendou.sly in recent years 
and it is f.|uiie conceivable lhai 
the municipality would be com­
pelled to pay up to one lialf 
million "or even one million 
dollars in damages to the 
developers for their surveys, 
planning, labor, delay of pro­
ject, etc. .since receiving coun- 
cll’s approval. Obviously, any 
such settlement would have lo 
come from the inxpayer.s.
Although normally a meinbef 
of the silent majority, 1 rise now 
to object strongly to any effort 
to overturn tlie legal umhuiiiy 
now in place for deyelopmeiu of 
the project in question. Furiiier- 
more, I know of many many 
others with similar convictions.
. A.O. Dagg 
.Deep Cove Road,
Long range view
Open letter to the Review
Congratulations on last 
week’s editorial “Land Fight - 
Economic!’’
It is true “opponents of * a 
loosening of restrictions have a 
real fight on their hands.’’ It is 
also true that quality of life is 
becoming increasingly impor­
tant. Indeed that is precisely 
why the majority of residents 
settled here — to enjoy a 
lifestyle which brings, among 
many other things, some space 
for gardens and trees between 
you and your neighbor.
North Saanich is undoubtedly 
the most desirable area for this 
type of living in all of Canada.
As more areas of the world are 
developing high density living 
with increasing pollution and 
other human problems and as 
wc become better known to 
Pacific Rim nations when 
UVic’s Gillain Manner becomes 
a focal point for Pacific affairs, 
demand for our style of living 
will surge.
Spot zoning and band aid 
remedies will never save our 
community. We must have long 
term planning by people with vi­
sion and purpose. The Mayor’s 
Commitice for Long Term 
Planning consists of Rod C'lack. 
Cy Hampson, Keith Cameroit 
and Tony Emery, They have 
been at work on this thorny pro­
blem since the first of the year.
I agree with you tliat big 
bucks are made on liousiitg 
developments and the pull for 
quick-fix jobs is strong. But 
without thotightful planning, 
retiidents will no! oitly iiay 
through higher taxes which 
always come with greater 
populations but also the quality 
of life will dimitii,slkfor all.
The necd^for planning has 
never been 'greater; planning 
based upon sotne logical 
premise which all residents can 
understand, riictt and only then 
will they get. behind the plan .and 
elect a council which tvill pro­
tect tlieir interests. Until then, 
North Saanich i.s in jeopardy 
and the fight goes on.
I hcie have been cunuueiii.'i in 
the Review about improvemeius 
In North Saanich council 
, ^.hiuulicts. Nov,' wc ha\c the 
chance to go for an Expo 86 
Legacy grant for this ptirpose 
but it was turned down, HOI 
unaminotisly as rcpiirteU, bm 
by a bare majority on i ouncil;
Tlif putpi^se of d.csc irn- 
pvoverrtenis is not jtisi for televi­
sion. It is necessary to help im-, 
prove the functioning of council 
which has had severe criticism 
in the past for being fractious, 
very argumentitive and con­
frontational. I believe much of 
this behavior is due to meeting 
in conditions where we sit 
almost nose to nose and elbow 
to elbow with no room for 
papers which are constantly 
shuffled under microphones.
Our neighbor in g 
municipalities have first class 
chambers. It is time North 
Saanich went first class and 
reached out to our residents 
with decent television coverage 
and get them involved in the af­





Just a comment on recent 
developments with regard lo 
Island View beach. Perhaps the 
public is unaware that Island 
Vview Beach Regional park is 
separated from the parking lot 
by 3 large tracts of land (approx 
75 acres total). If these proper­
ties were allowed to become 
recreational vehicle parks, the 
public would be tmwclcomc nt 
their own beach.
If the park could be extended 
to ijtclude all land beach .side of 
Homathko Road a beautiful 
beach would be preserved for nil 




1 notice that, once again, llici 
time is upon u.s when the good 
citizens of Sidney who are dag 
owncr-s have been called upon lo 
deliver their regular contribu­
tion to the coffers of tlie 
municipality,
I undensiand that this is to 
compensate for any iricorivc- 
nicMtcc forced upon llie 
neighbors of said owners, lind 
to adequately cornpensalc for 
any damage incurred by their 
pets,.
May I suggcjti, iljciefoic lhai 
this is in flagrant contravenllon 
of the Charier of Rights nnd 
rrccdom.'L' in that tbeowneniof 
the miserable animals that 
YOWL outside tny back door 
ail night and leave tbeii filthy 
fooiprint.s all over my car art* 
exempt from this payment?
Further, 1 am reliably Inform- 
Coiillnued on Page AS
I
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Following directions 
no easy task
How’s your sense of direction? Good? I 
wish I could say the same. Personally, I 
could lose my way walking the white line 
in the cop shop. I could take a wrong turn 
on a roller coaster ride or in the Tunnel of 
Love. I have nothing but admiration for 
those laboratory rats that learn to thread 
a complicated maze in quest of a piece of 
cheese. If I were a rat, I’d starve to death.
I’ve always been like that. I remember, 
back in my army training days during the 
war, standing up with my head poked out 
of the top of the lead truck of the whole 
convoy, map an.\iously clutched in my 
sweating hands, and feebly trying to 
radiate an air of authority. I also 
remember ultimately admitting to myself 
that I hadn’t the slightest idea where I was 
taking them, and had better do something 
about it before we ran out of gas. I bent 
down, surreptitiously slipped a ten- 
shilling note (two days’ pay!) into the
driver’s pocket, and whispered — pleaded 
— “You know the way back to barracks, 
don’t you?” At least it got me through 
map-reading, but if the course had been 
longer, I’d have been bankrupt.
“It’s not that I can’t find my way 
anywhere, given time. It’s just that I can’t 
visualize the route in advance. Point me at 
the first intersection, and by the time I’m 
nearly there, I’ll usually recognize it 
enough to know which way to go. Even 
when I don’t, the odds are only three to 
one against me, and basically all I have to 
lose is a little gas and the odd five minutes 
here and there.
Driving by myself is no problem. I’m 
very patient and forgiving with myself, 
and I never mind going round a few extra 
blocks to get to wherever it is I’m going. 
So what’s my problem? It just so happens 
that my wife is one of those people who 
have engraved inside their skulls a detail­
ed scale map of everywhere they’ve ever
. IS I i y
been, can recall the minutest portion of it 
accurately at a moment’s notice, and, in­
evitably, feel that anybody who can’t do 
the same must have a few pieces missing. 
Of course, she never admits to feeling that 
Way about me, but sometimes it shows. 
The other day we had just got into the car 
and were about to leave the house. In 
front of us was the lawn: to the right was 
the wall of the house: on the left was the 
driveway. I switched on the igni­
tion. . . .“Turn left, dear,” she said.
Actually, that was one of her better 
moments, since, despite her intricate 
understanding of local geography, she 
nearly always confuses left and right . . . 
We’re a wonderful pair when I lose my 
way, and she gives me instructions.
Well, now to take this off to the 
Review. My wife has promised to guide 
me to the car-port. After that it should be 
easy.
Energy minister should resign
VICTORIA -t- Why didn’t we 
tell the whole story instead of 
engaging in “gutter-snipe” an 
irate Don Phillips bellowed at 
the reporters the other day.
What got the grandiloquent 
international trade minister’s 
gpat was the media’s handling 
of the conflict-of-interest story 
that had already resulted in the 
resignation of one cabinet 
minister and was threatening to 
do in a second one.
You can’t blame Phillips for 
being upset over the controver­
sy. It’s just that he directed his 
anger at the wrong target. He 
should have used his con­
siderable oratorial talent on his 
two colleagues who landed the 
government in this pickle.
Press gallery reporters hadn’t 
bought into the Western Pulp 
Partnership, a tax shelter set up 
by three forest companies in 
1983. We’re still trying to 
unload bur BRIC shares.
But Forest Minister Tom 
Waterland had committed the 
unfortunate mistake of buying a 
$20,(XX) interest in that com­
pany, placing him in a clear 
conflict of interest. The fact 
that he actually declared his 
financial interest in the tax 
deferral scheme and never tried 
to hide it, was immaterial. He 
did the right thing by resigning 
his cabinet post.
But Energy Minister Stephen
AT THE
Rogers, who has invested 
$100,000 in the same tax shelter, 
did not step down. At a press 
conference last week. Premier 
Bennett said Rogers’ involve­
ment in the scheme was not a 
conflict of interest because his 
ministry had no direct influence 
over decisions that might 
benefit Western Pulp Partner­
ship.
That’s only partly true. As 
director of B.C. Hydro, Rogers 
has influence over energy 
grants. When the Port Alice 
pulp mill switched over to elec­
tricity, for instance, it received 
an energy grant. Western Pulp 
Partnership owns 40 per cent of 
the mill. And even though all 
mills switching to electric power 
are eligible for grants from B.C. 
Hydro, there’s still a conflict of 
interest.
Rogers also failed to declare 
his financial involvement in 
Western Pulp Partnership on 
his disclosure statements. He 
says he thought the holding was 
in a blind trust. That matter is
being looked into by the at­
torney general’s ministry.
It’s been suggested that 
Rogers is a wealthy man who 
would never knowingly do 
anything that’s not completely 
above board. I agree, but that’s 
not the issue. Waterland had no 
bad intentions either, but he 
resigned.
It’s also been suggested that 
Rogers is one of the best cabinet 
ministers, and that it would be a 
pity if he had to resign. Again, I 
agree. He is one of Bennett’s 
most capable ministers, and his 
resignation would, indeed, be a 
pity. But resign he should.
To the premier’s credit, he 
moved swiftly to plug the holes 
in the existing disclosure legisla­
tion.
“We need clear guidelines. 
We need a better reporting 
system,” Bennett said.
New legislation to be in­
troduced at the next session is to 
give MLAs a choice of either 
fully disclosing their holdings 
and placing them in a regular 
trust or placing all their assets in
a blind trust under the supervi­
sion of the auditor general.
Under the first option, the 
MLAs’ assets would be listed on 
the disclosure statements and be 
open to public scrutiny. Under 
the blind-trust option, the assets 
would not be listed on 
disclosure statements, but 
would be filed with the auditor 
general.
Bennett correctly pointed out 
that public disclosure is in­
compatible with blind trusts 
because public officials aren’t 
supposed to be aware of any 
transactions made on their 
behalf by trust companies. By 
having to disclose blind-trust 
holdings twice a year, they can’t 
help but become aware of them.
The premier also said the new 
legislation would apply to 
senior public servants. Until 
now, senior ministry officials 
had to disclose their financial 
holdings to their minister only.
If and when this proposed 
legislation goes into effect, the 
problems that got Waterland 
and Rogers and consequently 
the government into trouble 
should no longer arise, but it 
doesn’t do anything to lift the 
cloud of Rogers’ conflict from 
cabinet.
Only the minister’s resigna­
tion or dismissal will ac­
complish that. And asking for 




No doubt it Will be remembered as one 
of the greatest air tragedies of our time.
When the space shuttle Challenger ex­
ploded before millions of eyes and fell in­
to th»5 sea last week, the United States and 
much of the world went into shock.
How could it happen and why did it 
happen? —• flashed across millions of 
minds as instant replays and slow-motion 
versions of the sudden e.\plosion zoomed 
into our homes,
Many of us took it for granted they had 
it all figured out. With 110 moie (hiiii a 
blink of an eye, and a nonchalant “the 
shuttle is up again,’" many believed wc 
had in fact conquered space,
Live telecasts of astronauts floating 
around their space home, fixing ap­
paratus outside the eap.sulc, in state-of- 
the-art space suits, and speaking to us in 
our own living rooms, have become com­
monplace in the past two years.
%WK
With our own team of astronauts, wc 
Canadians have even sent a man into 
space. And our technological wonder, the 
Canadarm, is a grand source of pride for 
many.
The mystery of space had almost been 
eluded; the marvelous and wonderful was 
almost banal, and few of us followed with 
real zeal the latest space oclysticys;
But then last week, one of us ordinary 
folk also fell victim to an imperfect 
'system, ; ■ „
It just didn’t work this lime. Seven peo­
ple were killed and now the vvorld 
wonders how?
Perhaps a better question i.s: how had 
we become so complacent? How' could we 
actually believe the danger of shootitig 
people off to space, riding atop an enor­
mous bomb, was .safe?
Not only do people now speak of ex­
ploring space themselves and someday 




believe the U.S. government can launch 
an anti-ballistic space .system to defend 
North America.
Especially in light of last week’s 
disaster, Star Wars can no longer be 
thought of as a safe defense strategy,
A system that would ricochet nuclear 
bombs away from North America and 
towards other parts of the planet is cer­
tainly not safe and can hardly be termed a 
defense.
Wc are all defenseless in the realm of 
flying bombs, and the reality of 
Chullenger’.s malfunctions should only 
reinforce the need to question authorities 
who believe such a system is necessary and 
can actually work.
Should we remitin as eomplaceni tibom 
Star Wars and the whole nuclear .dilem­
ma, as many of us liad about the success 
of the .space .shuttle, it is even more 
frightening lo try and imagine the out­
come of that scenario,
V J■»»»*««« TH mot
Continued from Page A4 
ed that there i.s no rcdrc,s.s from 
the predations of rdis eaiu;., 
the common house cat, which, 
for .some unkriosvn reason is .still 
rnnslflered to he wild beast 
I feel that the Town of Sidney 
is truly lacking In foresight by 
not taxing the owners of sucli 
iuiintals, and Ihcteby filljng tite 
municipal treasure chest for 
disbursement to some wor- 
Thwhile cause, add at the same
time, ridding the area of those 
unwanted nnimiil.s whose prime 
purpo.se in life sccm.s to be to 
live on someone cIsc’s property.
O.Oi Luxmorc-Duff 
', Cdr, R:,M. (Rctd.)
Sewers okay
I find it a Intle disturbing to 
rend in the Review tltat my 
neighbors arc opi>o.scd to the in- 
stallation of sewers. All of the
neighbor.s that I have spoken to 
arc in favor of sewers being in­
stalled.
After reading the article in 
the Review, I phoned several of 
ih<*rn :uid thw also were tmt 
aware of this group that had 
been formed to study the pro- 
• posul,
Tlie cost of the iiisialljnion i.s 
the pan that concern,s me. 
Perhaps the municipality could 
finance each resident and have
ihe payments applied equally to 
the property uixes. Ihis way it 
inak(,s the buidcn ea.siei.
I also thotighi that council 
had decided to install sewer,s 
nnd (hat they were in (lia plfuin- 
ing stages now.
I am in favor of the sewers 
being iiisiallcd In our area, Jl 
vvill make the area a much 
healthier place to live Sn.
Dale Sttunderson 
ai 10 Bftkmdcw PI. Sidney. B.C.
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Winter Suits & Dresses 
Now
50%off
other Stock up to
40%off
' ‘It's The Friendly Place ’ ’
In Brentwood Bay 
652-3143 7105A W. Saanich Rd,
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341 mL Tin ..
Bread
Ovenjoy.















Safeway brings you better service and lower 
prices.
You’ll find a whole new look in our stores 
and a new attitude amongst our people to help 
make shopping easier and more efficient. As 
well, you’ll find hundreds and hundreds of 
price reductions throughout the store.
You asked for more —
Now ... Safeway’s Done It!
Miiiii
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Macaroni & Cheese Dinner
Manor House, 
or Beef Meat Pie 
Frozen. 227g Pkg.
1986
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These Low Everyday Prices, mean
Everyday Savings for you. You get value for your dollar at Safeway! And here’s the proof









WEICH'S. Ff(J»n 341 mL..., $J«5 $]68 27'
Beef YV Dinner
SWANSON. 326 g.......... $249 *2"' 31'
Chicken TV
Dinner
SWANSON. 326 g.......... *2« $2ie 31'
Crisco
Shortening
454 B,.,.,..... . $[49 MM 15'
Velveota Cheese
KRAFT. .500 g.. *4“ iyt 37'
Garbage Dogs
6I.AD 26'\36" lO'i...... $2« $192 33'
All Droit Cereal
KEllOGO'S. 575 g......... $209 $|88 21'
Camnbell't V-D
V»g«labl« Juk*. 1.36 L..... 26'
Chug A Lug Drinks
Aiit'tT 250 ml ............. 39' 32' 07'
Apple Juice
SUN RYPE. Slut labtl.










SUN RYE'E. Golden Delldous. 
398 ml.................. $ 115 98' 17'
Sweetlets Peas
GREEN GIANT. 398 ml.,.,.. 99' 82' 17'
Summer
Sweet Peas
GREEN GIANT. 398 ml...... 99' 82' 17'
Mineral Water
PERRIER. 695 ml.......... $|39 98' 41'
Baby Food
HEINZ. Strained.
Ant'd, 128 ml ........... ,IW 46' 04'
Jr. Baby Food
HIINZ. Attl'd. 213 ml....... 6S' 60' 05'
Enfalac
Contentroted Gaby Formula, 
425 ml.................... $|95 $|68 27'
Tomato Soup
CAMPBEIL'S. 284 ml ,....., 5S< 44' 11'
Jelly Powders
JlllO. AiH'd. 8S g ........ 52' 38' 14'
Beef Stew










KRArr. 500 ml .....
Heinx KeftHup
Squoeio. 1 Litre .....
Spagkelti 
Sauce Mix




























ROVER. 723 g .........
Cat Food











All. 1.4 kg . . ..,...
Laundry
Detergent





riEECY. 3.6 lllr«........ .
Marshmallows
KRATT. Mar,!. 500 fl........
Oven Cleaner





Man., Tues., 3:30 fl.m. to 8:00 p m.
Sit. 9:00 ».m. lo 6:00 p.m.
W«! RftSRrve thfl Hiflht to Umit Sitles to Quantities
CAM AO A BA FIE WAY L I fVt I T E O
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Rice dealt dissatisfaction among players
Nobody said it was going to 
be easy. But the Sidney Capitals 
new coach Barry Rice is 
prepared to play with the cards 
he is dealt.
Rice was hired to coach the 
B.C. Junior Hockey League 
Club as of Jan. 26. when 
Capitals owner Charlie Mac- 
Farlane relieved Robb Mclnnis 
of his coaching duties.
Before Rice could hold his 
first team practice, three key 
players quit, each for different 
reasons.
Because of school exams, 
other Capitals missed some 
practices last week prior to 
Rice’s debut behind the bench 
against Coastal Division leaders 
Richmond Sockeyes last Thurs­
day.
“There is no easy way to 
replace another coach par­
ticularly in this instance as I 
know Robb very well. But there 
is only one way to go for this 
team based on our record and 
that is to improve,” Rice said.
At a team meeting held prior
to Rice’s first practice Jan. 28, 
team captain defenceman ^rent 
Polischuk informed his team­
mates his intention to leave the 
team.
Polischuk, 18, may finish the 
season with Sidney’s Junior B 
affiliate Oak Bay. However, he 
says his first priority will be to 
find a job.
Polischuk said the firing of 
Mclnnis was the last strav/ for 
him.
“1 have certain principles I 
stand by and 1 was not happy
the way things were going. I 
don’t think it would be fair to 
the new coach for me to stay 
with the team feeling the way I 
do.”
Polischuk felt Mclnnis was 
not “given the full reins” to 
coach the team.
“It was a really tough deci­
sion for me as 1 don’t like to 
quit anything,” he said.
Polischuk, who still has two 
years of BCJHL eligibility re­
maining, indicated he wants lo 
continue playing hockey next 
season.
Right wing Bruce Pritchard 
“decided to pack il in” after 
Sidney’s 6-4 loss to Naniamo 
Clippers Jan. 26.
Pritchard said he planned to 
quit earlier this season but 
Mclnnis talked him into stay­
ing.
Pritchard, 19, said he was 
unhappy Mclnnis was let go.
But he also was disappointed 
at not being able to stick with 
the Western Hockey League 
Victoria Cougars this season.
“I am going back home to 
Campbell River and then 1 am 
going to Australia in October 
with a friend of mine for six 
months,” Pritchard said.
Pritchard started the 1985-86 
season with Victoria, was sent 
down to Sidney, returned to 
Victoria briefly last month 
before returning to the Capitals.
“I talked with Brent about 
the whole situation and we both 
agreed because of our own feel­
ings, it was in the team’s best in­
terests we pack it in.”
Both Polischuk and Pritchard 
wished their teammates and new 
coach Rice well for the re­
mainder of the season.
Kody Nelson, 20, another 
Victoria Cougar dispatched to 
Sidi ey, decided to return home 
to Calgary for personal reasons.
The left winger had played 
only three games with the 
Capitals but scored four goals.
Capitals owner Charlie Mac-
Farlane expressed some hope 
Nelson may return to the club 
before the season ends.
With the roster freeze affec­
tive Jan. 10, the Capitals can re­
ly only on Cougars cuts or Oak 
Bay players to fill out the roster.
The club is also missing 
defenceman John Shaw, out for 
a month with mononucleosis, 
and left wing Keith Fair, outfit­
ted with a cast on his injured 
wrist.
NEXTIHOME GAMES
vs ABBOTSFORD FALCONS 
THURSDAY, FEB. 6th 
7:30 p.m.
also: vs DELTA FLYERS
SUNDAY, FEB. 9th 
2:15 p.m.
DON’T MISS THE EXCITEMENT!
RALLY
CANADIAN BIBLE SOCIETY
AUXILIARY OF THE BRITISH AND 
FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY









3 9686-3rd ST., SIDNEY, B.C.
FILM “SAM AND MARTHA”
Sidney Capitals won two of 
their first three B.C. Junior 
Hockey League games under 
new, head coach Barry Rice last 
week.
Sidney upset coastal division 
leaders Richmond Sockeyes 4-3 
last Thursday as centre Micah 
Aivazoff provided the winning 
margin scoring a shorthanded 
goal with 3:23 left in the third 
period.
Sidney then played back-to- 
back road games defeating 
Langley Eagles 8-3 last Friday 
before running out of .steam in a 
6-4 loss to Delta Flyers.
Depleted by injuries, Sidney 
played with only two forward 
lines and four defencemen 
against Langley and Delta,
Missing from the line-up due 
to injuries were left wingers 
Greg Davies and Keith Fair, 
defenceman Rick Hunt and 
right wing Greg Montgamcry.
Centre Kevin Arnold, suffer­
ing from a hip pointer, was used 
only sparingly.
Sidney was also withotii for­
wards Kody Nelson and Bruce 
Pritchard and defenceman 
Brent Poli.sclnik who left Ihe 
team for pcr,sonnl reasons.
Rose said he was not sure 
how the club would respond to 
a new coiu:|t after Robb Mcln­
nis was relieved of the coaching 
duties Jan. 26. ^ ^ ^
“The guys enme but against 
Richmond, put their noses to 
the grindstone and played with 
a lot of enthusiasm,” Rose said.
Goaltender Dean Cook was 
outstanding against Richmond 
blocking 40 shots. Glen Pencer 
was called upon to make only 13 
saves for Richmond.
The teams were tied 1-1 after 
the first period and Sidney led 
3-2 after two.
The third period saw Rich­
mond tie the score 3-3 setting 
the stage for Aivazoff’s winning 
goal.
After Richmond had evened 
the score, the game turned chip­
py with Sockeye defenceman 
Jim Gunn providing most of the 
stickwork.
Rob Coultish, Soukeroff and 
Montgomery also scored for 
Sidney while Sean Harder. Dar­
ren Matias and David Holmes 
replied for Richmond.
Soukoroff scored the first 
three goals for Sidney, between 
the 14-mimiie and 17:30 marks 
of the first period, against 
Langley.
Dan Mayer, Darryl Williams, 
Coultish, Arnold and Aivazoff 
also scored for Sidney.
Dean Cook enjoyed another 
strong performance in the 
Sidney goal stopping 35 shots.
Playing their third game in 
three nights, Sidney fell behind 
3-0 in the first period against 
Delta.
The Capitals fought back to 
trail Delta by 5-4 .with less than 
a minute to play in the final 
period but couldn’t score the 
equalizer.
“We just ran out of gas play­
ing with only two lines and four 
defencemen for the second 
straight night,” Rice said.
Graham Bewley, Arnold. 
Aivazoff and Williams scored 
the Sidney markers.
Kelly Meredith started in goal 
for Sidney but a stomach ail­
ment forced him to sit out the 
final two periods in favor of 
Cook. Both goaltcndcrs com­
bined to make 47 saves.
The two wins and a lo.ss im­
proved Sidney’s record to 14- 
29.
s e.B S. AT WORK N.W CANADA
SPECIAL— MUSIC AND DRAMA 
EVERYONE—WELCOME
Are Hard At Work...











applicnhle idwnrd ow 
SERVICE
'('he oil and gas industry is puinfant,' rnnv life into llih'comoiny of 
noiThcnstorn Hrilish Eoliimhiii.
Ik'causc of provincial inconiivcs, alioiil tlOh now oil wolE will hf* 
in iho next hair voar.^ ihai would othorwiso not ho drillod, And Uianks to 
now gnvornimint iniliativon, wo'vo got ntnv invosltnoni iti our guts lield.s, 
added rruirlcots for f)ur naturid g.ns, anti furihor di‘volo|mion1 of our jiotru- 
thoniital iriduolry.
In pnrtnornhip with tho potrolouni industry, wo'ro turniiiK our onorgy 
to'jobs. ;
Proving} of Brltlfih Columbia
Hon, Bill Bennelt. Prorniet
Hon, Stophon Rrjoors, Minister ol
Enorgy, Minos and Rdroloum Rosourcos
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Oldtime hockey fitted for Caps
Peewee and Golden Age bowlers took to the alleys Saturday 
for the Robert McKormick Memorial Trophy.
Lyall Riddell
The team of Pee Wees Ryan 
Shadbolt and Leah Underwood 
and Colder Ager Ralph 
(Richardson combined to win 
the fifth annual Goldies-Pee 
Wee bowling tournament.
The three were awarded the 
Bob McCormick Memorial 
Trophy after bowling a 127 
P.O.A.
Legion league bowler John 
Stetchman rolled the top mens’ 
single score of 378 for the week 
Jan. 27-Feb. 3.
Earle Pleasance of the Mon­
day fun league won the Mr, 
Mike’s gift certificate with a 193 
P.O.A.
Rolling the top scores in the 
Monday fun league were Henry 
Washington 276-721, Doug 
Cooper 231-684, Charlie Rice 
303-665, Russell Tripp 314-661 
and Pat Ramsey 258-642.
Leading the Tuesday Mcr- 
tnaids were .toyce Armour 244- 
661, Marie Millwaier 249-649, 
Loui.se Bailey 253-635 and Barb 
Woodward 262-634,
Pacing the Tvic'.da> commci 
eial league 7-9 p.ni. group were 
Carl McDonald 316-722, 13,J,
HIHIE (KNIU
IS NOW
Ih’ciy NSt'iliu'silay, Itnin djlO a,ni, to 4:00 p.m, 
\'oi,i‘l! limi iis at 2444 Bracop .Avcntio, tAl coiu'sc 
you ran still I’.iH tuu Viciutia ollirc ilututiihout 
ilii‘ s\vi4< lot ilic same top"(|uality 
set vK (’v\r tv lu'inymg to Sidiii'y!
( all Met rilMyiK. h in Sidney on Wednesday, 
and liook an appoiniineni \s iiliOiVin. tiauU, 
t A. I inaiuial t misuliani Iota ntvobljgaiion 
p(M ilolio evaluaiion. 1 t-i s yei .titjiiainied!
'Call h4(US2:n. ' .
Merrill Lynch Canada Inc,
A Mftirltlli'Vnf.h
Sidney Capitals head coach 
Barry Rice says he was taught to 
play hockey the old fashioned 
way.
And he intends to pass on to 
his players the same approach 
to the game.
Rice says there is nothing 
complicated about his system.
“When we are forechecking,
I want the first guy in to play 
the body and check the puck 
carrier with the second guy 
picking up the loose puck. And 
I want someone standing within 
the 10-foot area in front of the 
net when we are applying 
pressure,” Rice said.
The whole key, he says, is to 
force the opposition to mishan­
dle the puck thereby creating 
goal scoring opportunities.
“Hockey is actually a very 
simple game. It all comes down 
to either having possession of Barry Rice
the puck or trying to get it 
back.”
Some critics have doubted if 
the Capitals have the size to 
play a physical game without 
wearing themselves down in the 
process.
But Rice is convinced his 
team can play a tougher brand 
of hockey. And he has two vic­
tories in his first three games 
behind the bench to prove it.
Rice knew he was walking in­
to a potentially volatile situa­
tion when he took over the 
coaching duties from Robb 
Mclnnis.
Many of the players were sur- 
pr ed by the change and two, 
Bi It Polischuk and Bruce Prit- 
cl d, quit becau.se of il.
A former RCMP officer who 
was previously associated in a 
management capacity with Mer­
ritt and Langley of the B.C. 
Junior Hockey League, Rice
said he told the team they were 
all starting off with him on a 
clean slate.
“They had to prove to me on 
the ice that they deserved to 
play a regular shift. Some of the 
players were happy to hear that 
because they didn’t feel they 
were getting enough icetime,” 
Rice said.
“I also told them to take the 
body at every opportunity.”
Rice feels the Capitals intensi­
ty level has improved playing 
tougher hockey.
“The fans were really into the 
g a rn e ;i g a i n s t Rich m o n d 
because it was a fast skating 
game with a lot of good hitting. 
That's what Canadian hockey 
fans like to see.”
The Capitals could all but 
seal up a playoff berth with vic­
tories this week against 
Nanaimo and Abbotsford, who 
trail Sidney by four points.
scores
win
Clive 273-703 and Bobbie Heal 
275-684.
The top bowler for the 9-11 
p.m. group was Luke Humber 
310-709. ,
Stefehman’s 378-840 led the 
Legion league trailed by Doug 
Toller 281-749 and Kathryn 
Oliphant 259-699.
Bowlers with the hot hand in 
the Thursday commercial 
league were Gary Parker 272- 
647 and Lorrie Ball 271 -631.
The best of the Goldies were 
Tom Lemon 245-652, Ernie Jol­
ly 282-635, Andy Niven 293-622 
and Pat Niven 227-620.
The Y.B.C. qualifiers for 
Phase 2 of the 4 Steps to Star­
dom arc seniors Barb Coldwcll 
and .Mike Farmer, juniors Ean- 
na Nunn and Eric Luscombe 
and bantams Anita Budd and 
Ian Luscombe.
The best Saturday Y.B.C- 
scorcs Were registered by Mike 
Fmrrncr 245-574, junior Tania 
Pleasance 217-589. bantam 
Anita Budd 219-584 and pec 
wee Erika Domeij 124-206.
Junior Eric Luscombe 292- 
731 and pec wee Nicole 
Treleaven 106-207 were the .Sun­
day Y, B.C. top bowlers.
Sidney,
Prices Effective 
Feb. 4 - 8, 1986
GOLDEN DELICIOUS




DAILY 8;30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30-9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00-6:00
FOODS



































GAME CHICKEN .. . 2.84kg I lb
FRESH PORK SIDE “149
SPARE RIBSsm/size....... 3.28kg i lb.
FRESH SWT. & SOUR CUT <4 7%
PORK SPARERIBS... ..3.95kg 1 ib.
MAPLE LEAF 39
MEAT PIES ......... I pk.
FATT’S FROZEN





CHICKEN DRUMSTICK..2.62kg « ib.i
FRESH
CHICKEN THIGHS . ..3.73kg i ib.i
FRETCHES PURE
SAUSAGE PORK OR BREAKFAST SOOg .



























COUNTRY CORN FLAKES 97<'
























WELCHAOE Lurwli ftoK 0(r*
GRAPE DRINK,
Il—lll|||l■«^~‘^>lul i«""fiiiiijiin—l|||llllr‘*‘^^lllr—n
SAVINGS ON FROZEN FOODS
Wo'
' BEEF






ALL PURPOSE TOWELS ,.. 1
FRESH LOCAL FARM















PURtNA FtNE PET FOODS
'nONUM• DOG CHOW PACK 10 kg.. 
noNus• CAT CHOW 
•CAT FOOD rt.....
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• UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C.
FREE ESTIMATES Phone: 656-4754 — 30 Years Experience I
JUST ME
Stelly’s Stingers lost 82-69 to 
the Claremont Spartans in their 
lone Greater Victoria A High 
School boys basketball League 
game last week.
The wins moved the Spar­
tans, who led 44-24 at halftime, 
into a second place tie with the 
Stingers in league standings.
Both teams have four wins 
and two losses.
Cheered on by close to 100 
supporters who travelled to 
Claremont school for the game, 
Stelly’s moved to within nine 
points of the Spartans in the 
third quarter.
However, Stelly’s missed four 
straight shots from inside the 
key allowing Claremont to 
widen their lead up to 15 points.
Coach Dave Tooby said his 
team had trouble moving the 
ball upcourt against Clare­




February 1951 • February 1986
PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE
in the Fireball
1903 Mt. Newton X Rd.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8,1986 
2:00 pm ”4:00 pm
COME AND MEET YOUR FIRE DEPT. 
HAVE COFFEE WITH US
ATTENTION PAST MEIVIBERS
If you have not received a written invitation from us, please 
phone:
Bruce Elvedahl Don Facey Tom Poison
652-2346 652-1605 652-2360
Eddie Wood and Courtney Burnham battled it out in the Kids Karate Klassic at Sanscha Hall 
Saturday.
“But basically, they played 
well and we didn’t,” Tooby 
said.
Centre Ross Isherwood, with 
20 points, and-Jatinder Sooner, 
scoring 17 points, and Gar Pur­
dy, collecting 12 points, led the 
Stingers’ offence.
Claremont was paced by 
Mike Allan’s 24 point per­
formance with teammate Dar­
ren Riesig adding 17.
St. Michael’s University re­
mains first in league standings 
with three games remaining in 
the regular schedule.
Stelly’s played on the road 
against Reynolds Tuesday and 
face Esquimau Thursday.
The top three teams in the 
league will advance to the Van­
couver Island A championships.
PANORAMA 
LEISURE CENTRE
PARENT & TOT 
SKATE
NEW SESSION!
Wednesday 10 to 11 am 
starting February 12th
® Rental Skates » Only $2.35 drop in 
• Babysitting available for other children 
» Preschool classes are welcome
Darrell Underwood, Rod 
Blissett and Kris Harding won 
gold medals in their respective 
divisions at an invitational kids 
karate tournament held last 
weekend at Sanscha Hall.
Uhdefwbbd was first in the 
pee wee Kata category beating 
out Harding who finished se­
cond and Leanne Olson in 
third.
In the sparring classifica­
tions, Harding captured the 
white belt lightweight crown 
with Shara Campsul and Jeff 
Anderson taking second and 
third spot respectively.
Blissett won the yellow and
orange belt heavyweight ahead 
of Carrie Clark and Karl Raabe.
Other local medal winners in­
cluded Mark Jordan and Eddie 
Wood who finished second and 
third respectively in both the 
sparring white belt heavyweight 
and white belt Kata divisions.
More than 140 participants, 
all 14 years of age or under, 
from Vancouver Island and the 
lower mainland competed in the 
tournament organized by local 
karate instructor Mike Puckett.






Ann Paulsen, Shane 
and Edward Elliott.
Orange Belt Kata: Jason
Melanie
Wherry
Schultz, Victor Ustore 
Joseph Hrechlea.
Green and Blue Kata: Mike 
Rezansoff, Richard Laudie and 
Steven Uslare.
Weapons Kata: Clark Wi- 
john, Cory Strugnell and Joe 
Hrechka.
Also winning a medal in the 
sparring division were:
Yellow and Orange Belt 
Heavyweight: Randall Mark, 
Joe Hrechka and Lee Simms.
Green and Blue Belt 
Lighweight: Terry Peters, Kelly 
Puddifant and Clayton Hum­
phrey.
Green and Blue Bell: Alex 








Williams Luke Cougars 
dominated the fourth quarter in 
recording an 82-66 victory 
against the host Parkland Pan­
thers in ail A A exhibition high 
school boy.s basketball contest 
Jan..11.
Williams Lake, ranked 10th 
in the latest B.C. AA poll, 
oulscored Parkland 21-9 in the 
fourth quarter to clinch the win.
Parkland were ouircboumlcd 
26-18 and turned the ball over 
21 times.
Trailing 44-;i5 at halftime, the 
Panthers did close tlie gup so 61 - 
57 after three quarters before 
the Cotigars piillcd away.
Guard Steve Ottewell netted it 
game-high 26 points to pace the 
Parklitnd attack while forwards 
I’aiil Jolmson, a Grade 10 siti- 
dent, and David Bilyk added 10 
and nine points respectively.
Steve Filtercr was higlt point 
man for Williams l ake scoring 
22-poini.s.
Parkland is in ndmonton all 
this week competing dgainsi 
schools from across Canada in 
the Victoria Composite Redman 
totirnitment.
The Panthers are guaranleed 






Parkland Panthers were nar­
rowly defeated 33-31 by 
Williams Lake Cougars in the 
Spectrum senior girls basketball 
tournament held last weekend.
The loss eliminated Parkland 
Irani the loiirnarueiu,
The taller Williams Lake 
squad’s largest lead in ilic game 
was seven points,
Scoring for l^arkland , were 
Robin Wliyie with 11 points, 
Kale Gower 7, and Julie Icspcr- 
son and Cheryl Norquay ctich 
with 5.
Whyte also snared seven re­
bounds while Norquay grabbed 
five from her guard position.
l.cnora Gear and Dawn 
Hogarth also played strong 
games for Parkland coming off 
the liciicli.
Parkland had better success 
in regular league play over- 
poworing Reynolds 43-15.
I he win moved Parkland itilo 
sole possession of tliird place in 
league .standings ami a potential 
berth in the Vtmeouver Island 
cliainpionshiiis,
Clarage Motors shut out 
Duncan Rangers 4-0 in their 
opening match of the George 
Pearkess Challenge Cup Island 
playdowns last weekend al Iro­
quois Park.
Clarage, of the 4th division, 
was at the top of their defensive 
game not giving the 5th division 
Duncan squad any dangerous 
scoring opportunities.
Don Wallace opened the scor­
ing for Clarage at the 30th 
minute beating Duncan keeper 
Duncan Dekenoers on a solo ef­
fort.
Clarage pulled away in the se­
cond half as Lance Lomax 
scored two goals, one coming 
off a direct penalty kick, and 
Derek Walsh .scored once.
The win improved Clarage’s 
season record to four wins, 
three losses and two ties, rite 
club is fifth in their division.
H&R Block has been successfully preparing income 
tax returns for 30 years. After millions of returns, we 
think our service is even better than ever. We;
•help you save tax money V 
•find you the biggest refund you have coming 
•give you tax suggestions this year for next year, bas­
ed on the return we prepare 
•are conveniently located 
•guarantee our work
Put Block’s experience behind you. Stop in or call for 
an appointment today.
Be one of the mifiioins who 












ALL STAC KEDI 
UP AND
To repheo a laully switch, ,-idcl nnothur wnli 
plug, connect an applinncfl or add another light 
in ono ol tho rooms or hasomenl, Qualiliocl , 
journoyman Floctriclari, Licnnsed and living ini 
your area can provide an ollicieni sorvinr
NO JOB TOO SMALL
r-llEE ESTIMATES ON ELECT (IIC tlEATlNG 






t’s right, we jusl received over 
500 tires covering the full range of sizes
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Survey queries teenage interests
More than 3500 high students 
on the Saanich Peninsula will 
participate in a survey to pro­
vide their views on how to oc­
cupy their leisure time.
The questionnaire is to be cir­
culated and results tabulated by 
the school student councils.
The schools participating in
h
the survey include Parkland, 
Stelly’s, Mount Newton, Royal 
Oak and North Saanich and 
Claremont.
The questionnaire was drawn 
up by students from Parkland, 
Mt. Newton and Stelly’s 
assisted by Panorama Leisure 
Centre Program Director Nancy
1
Farmland for survival
Last week I discussed the reasons why we people in Saanich 
may, within the ne.xt 30 years or so, be obliged to exist largely 
on whatever food we can grow in Saanich and on whatever 
fish we can catch in the waters around us.
OPINION'
Deteriorating American soils and water shortages, together 
with a world running out of oil, will diminish and perhaps 
even wipe out American surpluses of fruit and vegetables we 
have been relying on.
The new gene splicing technologies may alleviate this situa­
tion by creating plants which can grow on salty soils or 
manufacuture their own nitrogen from the air. But even the 
most optimistic scientist will not guarantee this. A mass 
movement of American farmers away from their present 
chemical mining of the soil to what are called conservation 
tillage and organic farming would help enormously. But the 
fact that the Reagan administration recently fired its only ex­
pert on organic farming does not instill confidence.
Offsetting such developments will be the well known 
greenhouse effect. There is a fairly good consensus among 
scientists that if the world’s factories plus its 300 million cars 
continue to boost vast quantities of carbon dioxide into the 
atmosphere at the current rate, world temperatures will rise 
from four to six degrees Celsius by the year 2030. While this 
would mean a baking and drying out of the American corn- 
belt and some of the Canadian prairie, Saanich would benefit 
from a longer growing season.
Most people know that only five per cent of the land area
Moyes.
The survey polls students, 
between the ages of 11 and 19, 
to find out what activities are 
wanted and needed on the 
peninsula.
The survey questions ask 
what teenagers do now to fill 
their leisure time, their means of 
transportation, what prevents 
them from participating in ex­
isting activities and what ac­
tivities or events they would like
The results will be the focus 
of discussion at a youth and 
community workshop al Stelly’s 
March 8.
Both parents and students are 
encouraged to attend the 
meeting.
Parent-teacher groups, 
Sidney Teen Activity Group, 
Panorama Leisure Centre, 
Capital Families Community 
Association and high school 
student council reps all helped
to see happen in the future. to organize the forum.
Intersection lights 
for Wain Road
The Saanich district highways 
department plans to install left 
turning signal arrows at the Pat 
Bay Highway-Wain Rd. in­
tersection according to a 
highways spokesman.
Eric Smith said the signals 
should be in place within a 
month.
He said north and south­
bound highway traffic will be 
affected.
Smith said rising traffic 
volumes and frequency of ac­
cidents necessitated the addi-
of British Columia will grow food. Of that five per cent, only 
Saanich, the Fraser Valley and parts of the Okanagan have 
rich soils. What we don’t yet know is whether these soils will 
be sufficient to feed the province’s population or whether we 
shall have to grow food on marginal lands as well. We can on­
ly devoutly hope that experts in our provincial ministry of 
food and agriculture are giving this curcial issue a very 
thorough analysis.
City-bred people often tend to forget that without the 
farmer and the fisherman they starve. But once this fact sinks 
in, as it undoubtedly will in the hungry world of the future, 
immense public pressure will be put on bur provincial govern­
ment to help the farmer with tax breaks and water subsidies, 
and also to reward efficient farmers while penalizing ineffi- 
'cientones.'■■ ^
By the year 2,000 every resident of Saanich will be vividly 
aware of the sheer necessity of preserving every bit of 
farmland which can grow food. The recent decision of the 
provincial land commission to turn over fifty hectares of 
good Cental Saanich farmland to a developer was a horren­
dous error. In 15 years it will be considered scandalous.
If we look at the larger picture of British Columbia in an 
oil-short world, we have reason to congratulate ourselves on 
fantastic good luck. We have natural gas from which fertilizer 
can be made. We have vast forests from which we can make 
methanol as a gasoline substitute. We have geothermal 
energy, and we have huge amounts of hydroelectric power. 
We also live not too far from the Alberta tar sands.
We may of course come eventually to gasoline rationing 
and the banning of gas guzzling cars as well as power boats, 
and our marinas may suffer as a consequence.
But at least we shall eat — provided of cour.se that wc treat 
our farmlands as irreplaceable treasures.
What 1 have written here has unavoidably been a much 
oversimplified version of a very complex situation. Those in­
terested in exploring these issues in greater detail are urged to 
write for a list of the publications of the Worldwatch In­
stitute, 1776 Massachu.setts Avenue, Washington, D.C. 
20036, USA, The books and pamphlets of this non-profit in­
stitute have become must reading for an increasing number of 
world leaders.
Colin Graham
• -I w-'y [y. ...................... ^
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tional interchange lights.
The inlcr.section has been the 
scene of more than five motor 
vehicle accidents over the last 
two years.
The Sidney RCMP have in­
dicated to highways their safety 
concerns about the intersection.
In December, a car north­
bound on the highway collided 
head-on with a southbound 
mobile home while attempting 
to turn onto Wain Rd. Two 
senior citizens from Victoria 
were killed from injuries sus­
tained in the collision.
SIDNEY
BUSINESS PEOPLE ON February 13th
An FBDB representative will be in your area and would be 
pleased to visit you. There is no obligation or cost and your 
business can gain a lot from it.
If you're looking for financial aid in the form of loans, loan 
guarantees or even selling an equity position in your business, 
come and discuss it with us. We have experienced counsellors 
who can help you plot a course for growth and success for your 
business. We can provide you with direction to get government 
assistance, both federal and provincial, as well as other vital in­
formation. £or_anjdyanc£_appo[ntmenTj2alf
GARY SCHICK 388-01R1
990 FORT STREET 
VICTORIA, B.C.
BACKING INDEPENDENT BUSINESS
Federal Business Banque f^erala 





Early - we have current 
brochures available
P.S. We will have day trips to Expo!
Personal Attention by 
European trained Barber Stylist
‘THE MEN’S SHOP
behind the Landmark Bldg, on 2nd ST. 
Tues.-Sai. 8:30 -5:30 ^656-4443
SIDNEY TRAVEL SERVICE >
‘ ‘A t the Emerald Isle''
656-0905 SATA
#2 ■ 2310 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 1X2 
Customer Parking at Rear
From group homes to
I
 ndications are the provincial government plans to 
close Glendale Lodge, and transfer chronic mentally; 
handicapped patients to neighborhood group homes. 
Group homes may appear commendable alterna­
tives but T unless they are well funded and well supported 
by psychiatric and social services — they lead to abandon­
ment and the streets.
Based on all evidence, this tragedy is about to happen in 
our communities.-
Ontario Model
The reality is once governmer3t&-close mental hospitals 
and residences, ail funding is reduced.
Between 1963 and 1982, Ontario reduced provincial 
psychiatric hospital beds from 16,000 lo 4,500. Yet, between 
1977 and 1982, funding tor community mental health 
services actually decreased; psychiatric services (rom 5.6% 
of the government’s health budget to 4,4%; group homes 
from .41% to .29%; special care homes from 1.6% to 1.3%.
The result: thousands of ex-patients dumped on ill- 
prepared communities. Hostilities between local residents 
and ex-patients. A ghettoization of the mentally ill, living off 
social assistance, isolated within the communities adjacent 
to out-patient centres.
U.S. Model
In the U.S., where 63% of the nation’s chronic mentally ill 
are at large in the community, Newsweek Magazine (Janu­
ary 6,1986) reports:
"They call it 'Greyhound therapy’.
"Housing is where you find it - in an alleyway, a vacant 
building, a bus station or a flophouse. Food is the garbage 
can or at the mission. Nightmares are everywhere •- taut 
only the mentally ill know the real pain of their'hallucinations 
and their dark dreams.
“Violence is not uncommon ..."
Ominous Future
Last year, our govemmenl closed Kamloops’ Tranquille 
School lor the mentally handicapped, promising a more 
humane deinslituliorialized approach to mental health care. 
This year, many Interior group homes already have oncoun- 
lered MHR funding difficulties and have insufficient monies 
lo provide the care and services planned.
The paitern is all too clear,
Ecoi\omic Loss
And, in economic terms, the closure ol Glendale Lodge 
strikes us all; a loss ol over $3,5 million in direct wages and a 
lurll'ier $10,1 million in the purchase of supplir^s and 
services from local Island communities. Multiplying every 
dollar spent in the service industry by two and a hall times to 
calculate Ihe impact on a community -- Ihis closure repre­
sents a loss of over $35 million per year,
■:Wh«r'Ic>Do '■
We believe an enlightened approach lo menial health 
care is possible,
There is a place for group homes lor lliose patients able lo 
function near normalcy... bul in a balanced system ol 
community lacililies and central hospitals, govemmenl run 
and supervised, adequately finance, and supported by the 
psychiatric and health care specialists, already trained and 
working in B.C.
.Vdl.lll'. I'to/illd, K/V.'
Wo appreciate the govornmont can't solve all social 
problems, Bul isn't reasonable ctaro of our rnontally ill and 
menially handicapped still a public trust?
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Wood settled in for duration
Diane Wood was out getting 
a few groceries when the sur­
prise call came.
She almost didn't make it 
back in time to talk to her son 
Gareth, who last Monday called 
his parents from Scott Base in 
the Antarctic.
his sled along ice and snow, to 
the New Zealand government 
base where officials allowed 
him to use their communica­
tions equipment for a quick 
three minute call home.
son
Gareth has received world­
wide acclaim since .Ian. 11 when 
he became the first Canadian to 
reach the South Pole, after a 
two-month trek with two British 
explorers.
He walked 17 miles, pulling
John and Diane Wood of 
Third Street were nothing less 
than ecstatic upon hearing their 
son’s voice.
Since learning Gareth svould 
spend another nine months In 
Antartleu earing for the expedi­
tion’s equipment, the Woods 
had resigned themselves to com­
municating with their 
through letters and tapes.
John said the line between 
Sidney and the Antarctic was 
clear, but he doubts such calls 
will become regular.
“They really don’t like them 
using their radios down there," 
he said.
The Woods are awaiting a 
tape from Gareth which he 
recorded upon arriving ^at the 
South Pole. And after that the 
anticipation of the latest news 
will carry them through to Oc­
tober and their son's arrival
home.
But the welcome call brought 
good news, and John said 
Gareth "is healthy and 
psychologically prepared for the 
stay.
“They have lots of food, and 
the only thing he asked for was 
a Canadian flag because he left 
his at the pole."
Gareth and two other men 
will remain at the expedition 
base until October when the ice 
has broken and a pick-up vessel 





Specializing In RRSP’s, Mutual Funds.f or a no 
obligation analysis of your Investments
call 656-5476
Japan welcomes peninsula visitors
Japanese families welcome 
North Americans into their 
homes as if they were long-lost 
relatives returning home after 
years of absence.
They shower their guests with 
gifts and go to great lengths to 
ensure their visit is a memorable 
event.
At least that was the ex­
perience of a group of peninsula 
travellers who voyaged to Japan 
last summer and stayed in 
Japanese homes.
North Saanich Middle school 
teacher Angus Stewart ac­
companied the group of 26 
travellers to Nagoya, Kyoto, 
Nara and Tokyo last year, and 
he is one of the organizers of 
Japan 86.
Japan 86,offers 30 people the 
chance “to be totally immersed 
in Japanese life and culture for 
21 days while staying with a 
Japanese family,’’ says Stewart.
Daily excursions, sightseeing 
and shopping trips are com­
pletely organized by this year’s 
sponsor Nancy Miller, also a 
North Saanich Middle school 
teacher, and a bilingual 
Japanese tour guide.
Evenings and weekends are
spent with the host family in 
Nagoya, and the daily activities 
arc organized from Nagoya’s 
central train station.
The group will also spend two 
days in each of Kyoto, Nara and 
Tokyo before returning to Vic­
toria in late July.
The cost of the excursion, in­
cluding transportation, ac­
commodation, field trips, 
breakfasts and dinners is 
52,200: “a real bargain’’ says 
Stewart.
Fund-raising activities were 
organized last year to help 
reduce some of the costs, and 
anyone interested may lake part 
in fundraising drives, Stewart 
notes.
Participants must be at least 
16-years-old, and everyone is 
placed in separate Japanese 
homes with families eager to 
sponsor a North American 
visitor.
“It is a real honor in Japan to 
have a North American stay in 
your home, and most of the 
hosts tend to ’oe professionals,” 
says Stewart.
"The attitude towards 
visitors is very different than it 
is here in Canada or in the
It was a big deal in Prince 
George when more than 6,000 
people turned out for the 
surplus sale.
It is expected to be a big deal 
here. Unwanted federal, provin­
cial and municipal items are up 
for grabs, everything from 
chainsaws to dictating and 
transcribing units, kitchenware 
and boats.
The sale this Saturday, which 
starts at 9 a.m. and continues 
for five hours at 721 Vanalman 
Avenue (near the Sears 
warehouse off the Pal Bay 
Highway) is strictly cash and 
carry and plastic cash is being 
accepted.
There will be blankets for 
sale, camping gear, bicycles, of­
fice furniture and equipment, 
household fixtures and fur­
niture and even a barber chair. 
In fact, just about everything 
including the kitchen sink.
There will also be vehicles for 
sale by tender, Bids have to be 
made early ttiid will be opened 




and don’t know 
which way to turn, 
call the
m
You’ll be glad you did.
hostesses al:
(Sitincy & North Saanich) 
Shannon Langovin 652-270U 
Theresa Thom 656-7746 
(Brentwood & Ccntr:.i Saanich) 







‘CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
‘CHICKEN FRIED RICE 
‘SWEET& SOUR BONELESS 




‘CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
•CHICKEN FRIED RICE 
•DEEP FRIED PRAWNS 
‘SWEET & SOUR BONELESS 
PORK
SERVES 4-S PERSONS
8121 Vurdlor " Urontwood Bny 
l»H3 652-3822 '
U.S.,’’ he explained.
English is the most popular 
second language in Japan, and 
hosts arc eager to practice with 
their guests.
“They are very gracious hosts
which makes it a very unique 
trip,” Stewart said.
Reservations will be taken un­
til the end of February, and in­
formation is available from 
Nancy Miller, 656-8714.
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Horse handler a rare commodity
Deris Qanien literally 




When the Ottawa native mov­
ed to Victoria 25 years ago, the 
world of carriage driving had 
yet to be explored.
"People rode horses, they 
jumped horses, but tto one 
drove," remembered Oanion, 
who as a driving enthusiast was 
eager to introduce her sport to 
westerners.
Since her arrival she has not 
only introduced British Colum­
bians to the challenge of driving 
teams of two and four horses, 
but horse enthusiasts from all 
corners of the globe have flock­
ed to Canton’s summer riding 
schools.
Canton has lived in Central 
Saanich for 10 years where she 
keeps four horses and two 
buildings of carriages (both vin­
tage and new models). With her 
husband, who does not share 
her love of horses and driving, 
she has also built a competition 
driving ring. And when eager 
students overfill her ring, she 
leases another from a neighbor.
Canton’s life revolves around 
horses 24- hours-a-day.
When she is not training, ex- 
cercising or caring for her two 
Arabians and two newly ac­
quired French-Canadian horses, 
she works on carriages, cleans 
harnesses, writes books on driv­
ing and travels throughout 
North America judging and giv­
ing clinics and seminars.
An author of five driving 
books and one work of fiction, 
she also travels to Europe every 
two years for international com­
petitions where she observes, 
reports for several magazines, 
judges a little and drives car­
riages with world champions.
Canton describes her life’s 
work as a "very different hob­
by, it’s challenging and you 
meet the most incredible peo­
ple.’’
Over the years she has rubbed 
elbows with such notables as 
Prince Phillip, who avidly com­
petes in international driving 
circles, a Hungarian duchess 
with whom she became a close 
friend, and numerous world 
driving champions.
As a member of the Canadian 
delegation at the Wind.sor driv­
ing event, she has dined al
Doris Ganton and her new Canadian purebred Sam.
Buckingham Palace and tells 
stories of literally bumbing into 
the queen.
“It was the only time I ever 
took a camera and I was trying 
to remember everything my hus­
band had told me. "I was^ 
filming Prince Phillip in one of 
the hazards and this bloody 
woman with a kerchief and 
brown jacket kept getting in my 
way.
"Well when I finally looked 
up 1 saw it was the queen and 
she was taking pictures of him 
too,’’ Canton remembers vivid­
ly, still shaking her head at her 
boldness.
"I remember thinking I wish 
she’d move,’’ she says with a 
chuckle.
After moving to another 
spot, getting her shots and while 
fumbling with the equipment 
the saga continued.
"I was walking with my head 
down, trying to put the equip­
ment together when all of a sud­
den I bumped into someone.
"By the time I looked up, a 
hand pulled my shoulder back, 
and there was the queen just in­
ches from my nose.
"I was so shocked I don’t 
think I said anything.’’
Bul, while the ranks of inter­
national competition are largely 
for the very wealthy. Canton 
explains that driving, especially 
just for pleasure, is for 
everyone.
“Many of the people who 
cpme to my lessons are not even 
horse people at all, they have no 
horse sense, but they are all en­
thusiastic about horses.
“They want to learn, and it is 
easy to teach driving once so- 
nieone is committed to learn. 
But it is a very demanding hob­
by.’’;"
Demanding as it may be, 
Canton’s summer one-week 
clinics are booked solid year to 
year. People fly to the peninsula 
from throughout the western 
and southern states especially to 
master the art of driving horses.
And if there is one disap­
pointment Canton has, it is the 
small number of western Cana­
dians who become involved.
“There’s not much going in 
B.C.. There was a club, but
with all the travelling I do, I got 
too busy to keep it up.
“It would be nice if someone 
tried to get another one going,’’ 
she mused.
Canton’s extensive travelling 
stems from requests from sum­
mer students for her to give
longer eouries at their elubs<
On average she travels four to 
five months a yean all because 
of the human faBctnailon with 
horses.
"There’s something very ap­
pealing about a warm animal.
"Morses have always been a 
big attraction for most people 
from the time they were very 
young and saw them In 
parades."
And Canton explains that 
even for people who can’t or arc 
afraid to ride horses, driving 
has a special appeal.
"It’s the ideal solution for 
many people; you’re far away 
from the animal and there’s 
something magical in controll­
ing the horse with your voice 
and hands." Besides teaching 
and driving for pleasure, Can­
ton also sells carriages, rents her 
driving services for weddings, 
anniversaries or “any occas- 
sion” and drives dignitaries in 
parades and at events like the 
PNE.
Time away from her horse 
duties, is taken up studying 
French and Cerman for her 
voyages abroad so that she can 
really communicate^with the 
people who so often offer her 
their hospitality.
Canton’s energy and en­
thusiasm for her activities seems 
endless.
Last winter her major project 
was designing and building a 
two-wheeled carriage for two- 
horse teams.
With that complete, she is 
now training her purebred 
Canadian horses from Quebec, 
who until they arrived in B.C. 
had never heard English.
Canton relied on her rusty 
French abilities to communicate 
with the rare animals who she 
says will be ready to drive in the 
spring.
On March ! she will give a 
weekend course to local horse 
enthusiasts interested in learn­
ing how to drive.
"I don’t teach too much at 
home anymore, besides the 
summer courses,” she says.
“But everyone seems to have 
heard about the courses and 
there’s been a real demand fora 
while."
The 14 available places were 
almost filled at the beginning of 
February, but anyone in­
terested, can give Canton a call 
for further information.
'As one drives around the town of Sidney and adjacent/ j 
® areas, development is obvious in the construction, of new, J
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Heart research funded
Canadian heart research is focusing on hypertension and 
arteriosclerosis as a cure for these diseases will virtually 
eliminate heart attack and stroke.
Research is the most strategic battle plan and 69 cents of 
every donation this month to the B.C. Heart Foundation goes 
directly to research projects.
During February, which is Heart Month in the province, 
the Heart h'ounation hopes to raise S3.94 million. That is an 
increase of $.3 million over last year, which is necessary to 
keep pace with e,scalating research costs.
The prime purpose of the B.C. Heart Foundation is to fund 
research. In addition to the 69 cents of each donor dollar that 
goes to research, another 19 cents funds public information 
programs.
A new lease on life
Sisters install officers
The Pythian Sisters of Vic­
tory Temple 36 have installed 
the new officers for the coming 
year.
The installing officers were P. 
Carlson assisted by Grand 
Senior M. Armstrong and
Players wanted
The Peninsula Players still 
has parts for several men in
Grand Managers. Lumley.
The past chief is E. Tonge. 
The Most E.xcellent Chief is M. 
Robertson; Senior, R. Evans; 
Junior, B. Grant; Manager, D. 
Sandison; Secretary, A. Lee; 
Treasurer, P. Fenton; Guard, 
E. McPherson; Protector, A. 
Haggard.
The Pythian Sisters meet on 
the second and fourth Tuesdays 
of the month in the Knight sof 
Pythias Hall, 4th Street, Sidney.
Douglas MacLaren is walking 
proof that donations for heart 
disease medical research have 
saved countless lives.
MacLaren is now a student at 
Brentwood College and will be a 
Grade 12 graduate in June.
The 18-year-old is hoping to 
attend a Canadian university in 
eastern Canada if his applica­
tions to Stanford, Harvard or 
Princeton don’t pan out.
But all this seemed only a 
dream to MacLaren’s parents 
16 years ago while living in Ed­
monton.
MacLaren was afflicted with 
pulminory stenosis in which the 
heart valve that pumps blood 
throughout the body stops func­
tioning properly.
He was one of the youngest 
patients at that time ever to be 
placed on a heart-lung machine.
“Nowadays the operation 
done to correct the problem I 
had takes place almost routinely 
on babies but it was relatively 
new procedure when I was 
younger,’’Maclaren said.
The operation was a success
and today MacLaren says there 
is almost no physical limit to 
what he can do.
“I am on the school rowing 
team and that is probably one 
of the most strenous sports on 
the cardio vascular system,’’ 
MacLaren said.
Besides his heart malady, 
MacLaren also suffers from 
asma which actually proved to 
be beneficial.
“When I was growing up 
their was a concern about over­
working my heart. But my asma 
sort of kept me from overexten­
ding myself.’’
“When I was young, just 
riding my bike around the block 
would make me tired because of 
my asma.’’
MacLaren now takes medica­
tion for the asma and must have 
a checkup with his cardiologist 
every four years.
MacLaren said he remembers 
very little about the operation 
itself.
“I remember being in 
hospitals a lot when I was 
younger but that’s about it. It
put a lot of stress on my parents.’
“Research has come a long 
way to the point where babies 
now receive the same operation 
I had when I was three. But still 
babies die from the pulminary 
stenosis. Probably the most ter­
rible aspect parents must face is 
not knowing if the operation 
will work for their child.’’
MacLaren saw those same 
frustrations on other parents 
when he visited the children’s 





their middle years for the mid- 
March production of Arsenic 
and Old Lace.
The parts would be suitable 
for men between the ages of 40 
and 60. The play is to be 
directed by John Climer and 
rehearsals and performances 
will be at the Central Saanich 
Lions Hall, 6994 East Saanich 
Road.
Those with time and talent 
should contact Penny Bornhold 
at 652-0597 or Helen Hitchen al 
656-2144.
Kiwanis posters Parkland art
Gift given
The Masonic Foundation 
through Mt. Newton Lodge 89 
A.F.&A.M. have given a 
generous donation to the Salva­
tion Army.
The announcement of the 
donation was made by Captain 
George Ssvaddling. public rela­
tions director for the Salvation 
Arinv.■ A'-' ■
When the Sidney and Penin­
sula Kiwanis Club needed help 
to advertise their Valentines 
Day Dance, a grade nine 
Parkland School Art Class was 
given the project.
The task was to produce an 
advertising poster for the Feb. 
14 dance to be held at Sanscha 
Hall with live music, food, bar 
and all the trimmings. The 
result of the assignment was 
seventeen works of art.
The originality and quality of 
the work was sufficiently high 
to create a problem for Kiwanis. 
The question was whether to 
display the collection for conve­
nient public viewing or to 
display them in individual loca­
tions and maximize the advertis­
ing value. The result is a com­
bination of the two with the 
seventeen posters displayed at 
Westcoast Savings, Island Fur-
niture Mart, Malba display should do so before
Wood Gundy can provide 
you with sound manage­
ment of R.R.S.P. funds.








2449 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
Just imagine hovtr 
you’d look if you could 
shed those extra 
pounds. Well, you can 
if you think thin and 









•ft^r 1 pro phone 65^532 
9843-2nd St. Marina Coun
McKenzie 
Oek Bay
Delicatessen, Magic Colour 
Decorating Centre and Split 
Ends Hair Design, all at the east 
end of Beacon Street.
Those interested in seeing the
Feb. 14. Those interested in at- 
tendii^g the dance can get their 
tickets at Sidney Bakery or the 












For program information 656-7271
WEDDING IN YOUR FUTURE?
Florists and Gift Shop
WOULD LIKE TO HELP WITH YOUR WEDDING PUNS 
Wc give pcr-sonalizod addition to all your Wcilding flowers. Wc 
carry wedding invitations, dccoriiiions, rental of standards for 
silk flowers.
FOR A BEAUTIFUL BEGINNING . .
SMART BRIDES REGISTER AT
TABLEWARE TRENDS
A wonderful way for you to 
receive exactly the gift.s you’ve cho.scii.
Di.scavcr the fun of setting a beautiful table — we will record 
your .selections and gifts given — AND your guests and friends 











Departs from Vancouver { , '
February 8 & February 22 'tLv' 
for 2 weeks < '
- Includoa airfnro, occomtnodnllon, '• • /
trannforn
- UroBkfaBt a dinner dnily




JUST STARTING?. . .
START LOCALLY WITH SEABOARD!!
Find out what kind of in.surauLX’ you need when you 
.start a new life together. Let our fully licensed ,staff 
help you put togciher a special package. Start with 













Wcildlm Gifts for 






We’ve got the room and the 
Catering to make it the 
Success j/ou expect it to he.
2880 Ikncon Ave., Sidney 656-1176
I‘till)
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Elderly slugs are a menace ' V ’ that our RERAIR.D^PT. IS f ULLY GUARANTEED?,,' , ’,.
i
What a wonderful day for 
mail this past Friday turned out 
to be. “himself” brought it in 
and said with a sniff, “This all 
seems to be for you.”
The “Organic Gardener” ar­
rived, as well as “Har- 
rowsmith”, and to complete my 
day both the seeds from 
“Stokes” and those from “T 
and T”.
That evening I went to bed 
early surrounded with seed 
packages, and my precious new 
magazines, which I devoured 
until “himself” groaned, 
“When are you going to put out 
that darned light?”
1 dutifully did so, continuing 
to dream “gardening” all night.
An exciting time in any 
gardener’s life, these moments 
before you have to face the 
realities of weeds, slugs, damp­
ing off, mildew, watering and 
late frosts!
For those of you with the 
time and energies, plus a place 
to raise seedlings, early 
February is the dale to plant 
lobeilia, snapdragons and 
delphinium seeds indoors.
Do read the seeding direc­
tions carefully before planting. 
Things like snapdragons do best 
if started over heat whereas 
delphiniums need a cool beginn­
ing, and some seeds are only 
pressed into the soil and left un­
covered, where others need half 
an inch of soil on top.
This is also the time to put in 
a few' cauliflower seeds, a few 
broccolies, some lettuce and 




These all germinate best over 
heat, but then must be moved to 
a cool windowsill, and turned 
regularly so that they don’t lean 
madly to one side trying to get 
more light.
When these vegetables have 
four leaves they could go out in­
to a cold frame, or under a 
cloche, where they svill get some 
protection from the wintery 
weather, for at least another 
month.
If the w'eather co-operates by 
staying mild you could plant 
sweet-pea seed outside in a well 
manured spot where there is 
good drainage, and put in your 
broad beans, rhubarb, raspber­
ries, currants, leeks and shallots 
in the vegetable garden.
Moving to the rest of the 
garden you could plant bare- 
rooted roses, fruit trees and or­
namental shrubs and trees, thus 
giving them lots of time to root 
before spring starts in earnest.
This month you should start 
tubrous begonias inside, mak­
ing sure that you get the tubers 
right side up.
The hollow side is almost 
without fail the top, and the 
rounded part goes down. These 
bulbs should be covered w'ith
soil, since they “root out” right 
from the stem.
Begonias may be started in 
dampened peat moss, moving 
them into pots when the shoots 
appear, or be planted directly 
into their pots or tubs, provided 
you have room for these larger 
containers where they may be 
kept warm.
Working this week in the 
greenhouse I have, to my 
disgust, found a number of 
small slugs. 1 knew there were 
some of them around from 
those glistening trails on the 
leaves of various plants, but you 
know how elusive these brutes 
can be.
They seem to be able to disap­
pear during the day.
Since I was doing a lot of 
transplanting out there, and 
shifting everything around to 
make room for a variety of pots 
and trays, as planting begins in­
side, 1 found a couple crouched 
under pots, several firmly at­
tached to the sides of pots, and 
one or two right out bold as 
tigers, on geranium leaves.
I even found a nice shiny col­
lection of eggs, massed up 
against the stem of a 
pelargonium, right on the sur­
face of the soil.
Slugs, again, but this time not 
very smart!
I do hate squishing these 
things but, find if 1 close my 
eyes vyhile stepping on them, it 
is possible!
Last year slugs destroyed the 
opening buds of the dwarf iris, 
so this year I have already put 
small piles of bait nearby, and 
so far the iris remain untouch­
ed. This is the time to put out 
slug bait, though, since later on 
slugs lose interest in bait, much 
prefering to gorge themselves 
on your tender young seedlings. 
Get ’em while they are young 
and innocent! sez she with an 
evil glint in her eye.
• Watch batteries 
changed























Exam week has come and 
gone and we are into our third 
quarter at Stelly’s which means 
new classes and an uplifting 
feeling that spring is on the 
horizon.
All students in all 
wrote quarter finals or course 
end finals in everything from 
computer studies 9 to English 12 
last week with may grade 12’s 
writing provincial exams and 
scholarships exams. Most wrote 
English 12, with some putting 
their year-end marks on the line 
in History 12, Biology 12 and 
Chemistry 12. Best of luck to all 
who wrote. We’ll expect a few 
$1000 provincial scholarships to 
come out of it, as in previous 
years!
We welcome, this week, our 
newest staff member, Ms. Paula 
Passmore, who has been hired 
to replace Mr. Mahovlich as he 
leaves to work on the Math cur­
riculum revision. Ms. Passmore 
will teach Math and is sure to be 
involved in student activities 
and athletics as she has been 
very active in such pursuits in 
Kitimat and Grand Forks. She 
was even part of the wild and 
crazy crowd at Chircmom on 
Thursday night, cheering on the 
.senior boys basketball team.
We had anotlier good week in 
basketball, with the senior girls 
retaining their lock on second 
place with a 51-36 victory over 
Lambrick Park, Listt Ban field
potted 20 points and Kelly 
Mahon added 16. The senior 
boys played in front of a “home 
crowd” at Claremont on Thurs­
day and were downed 82-69, 
allowing Claremont to climb 
closer to second place Stingers. 
The Stelly’s “super fans” again 
provided great spark with about 
100 Stelly’s supporters creating 
an exciting atmosphere. r
, Cross-country is in full swing. 
f^r'.' Syme has 10-15 dedicted 
runners who are slogging 
through the rain for three, six or 
10 mile jaunts each Tuesday and 
Thursday. Track season looks 
promising!
Heritage week
The Victoria Heritage Foun­
dation has announced a unique 
event for Heritage Week called 
An Illumination of Rockland 
Heritage.
An estimated 3 0 of 
Rockland’s finest residences 
will participate in the program, 
in which the houses will be lit 
with spotlighting to highlight 
their individual character.
Mini-bus tours will depart 
from Craigdarroch Castle every 
1.5 minutes, beginning til 7:30 
p.m. on Feb. 19, 20 and 21. The 
last tour will depart at 10 p.tn. 
Expert commentary will ntake 
the tour an unforgettable ex­
perience.
Before or after the bus ttmr, 
tours of (,'riiigtlarroch Castle 
will be avaiiabie ttn tm tttimiss- 








6655 TRUDEAU TERRACE 
BRENTWOOD BAY, B.C.
FAMILY RESTAURANT
THE NEW MANAGEMENT WELCOMES YOU TO
OUR
SPECIAL VALENTINES DINNER
February 14th, 15th, 16th
Please call 
for reservations
- - DINNER SPECIAU ' 






A Free Rose 
For Every 
Sweetheart





If your Bumlrtotts Phono Number Is new or has boon rocontly chong» 
od, ploaso call uo and wo'll run II (roe ol charge (or n poflod o( Ihroo 
months. This oorvico llrnltod to Iho Review's Trading nrofl.
Company Name ; I'honc Number
(Ofi) Adams Electronics.......................,.65M351
(in CommunitySoplicTankl>nrvlco...,,65G-32811
(1 fj) Dirtawsy Syslams.......... . 652'(16<4
(11) McDonald Park Chevron...,....,,.. 656-0412
(11) Peninsula Food................652-0311
(11)) PenlnsulB Luflgp.fl»j Retflil
ShIos and Repairs 656-7442,
(ov) R.E.A.D.Profonslonal
Foot Care.. M V... 652-1204
(HD btewarl SlrucluiesLtd.,     ........652-2,bsuf
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BOOK ORDERS
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The sound of a distant drum




Snowdrops have been out for some time now. So have 
pussy willows, a few early crocuses and the new leaves of 
several shrubs. Some mallards are pairing up; goldeneye, 
widgeon and bufflehead drakes are pressing their suits upon 
ducks that seem to frown upon such unnecessary haste. But 
perhaps that’s indicative of quite a bit of biology, you know. 
The drakes don’t have to lay the eggs, incubate them or bring 
up the ducklings.
But you can hear spring coming, too. Go out into a 
somewhat secluded woodland area, say near Sooke or 
Shawnigan Lake or Pt. Renfrew or a little way up Island. Get 
into a quiet bit of habitat, preferably containing thickets of 
willow and alder. Areas of second growth are better than 
dense forest. Sit down upon a log and listen. Exercise a bit of 
patience.
If you have chosen your location favorably, you might 
soon hear a “thump . . . thump . . . thump .... thump!, th- 
r-r-r-r-.’’ resounding through the early spring woods. Listen 
again. It will be repeated at intervals. The initial thumps are 
spaced a bit but speed up gradually and run to a crescendo at 
the conclusion.
This week, Mary and I were parked, having a bit of lunch 
on the shore of Fairy Lake near Pt. Renfrew. Suddenly the 
thumping sound reverberated through the woods to our left, 
we thought.
“Ruffed grouse! piped Mary. “He’s early!’’
“Yes, but I’ve heard them almost every month of the year. 
But of course, much more often in the spring and fall.’’ We 
listened to the exciting, throbbing sound again about 15 
minutes later.
“Sounds like the roll of a distant drum, or maybe, 
miniature thunder.’’ whispered Mary. “Let’s see if we can 
find him.’’
We got out of the car and heard an encore. “Over to the 
left in those alders, I think, said Mary, but I can’t be sure. 
He’s quite a ventriloquist!’’
We made our way forward slowly and quietly, the ground 
underfoot so moist that scarcely a leaf or twig rustled. We 
were almost upon him when Mary pulled my sleeve and raised 
her hand, pointing. My eyes followed her finger and there 
upon a rough fallen log perched the drummer, head up and 
alert. The soft wood-browns and greys in his plumage blend­
ed beautifully with the leafless vegetation behind. We froze, 
scarcely daring to breath. In a minute or two, the drummer 
walked regally down the log and back, then turned directly 
away from us. Mary nudged my ribs gently.
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Ruffed Grouse Drumming Cy Hampson photo
cent barred tail across the log and erected all the feathers on 
the sides of the neck. And the wings began to pump forward 
and upward, each powerful stroke producing a resounding 
“thump’’. Wingstrokes were deliberate at first but ac­
celerated rapidly until the drumbeats ran to a tremendous 
climax with the wings a complete blur. Then he stepped 
sedately down from the log and disappeared into the under­
brush. The curtain had fallen.
“Whew!’’ cried Mary, what a superb performance! I’m ab­
solutely limp.’’
“Alec Guiness couldn’t have done better.’’
“And they don’t strike the wings together. Nor do they 
strike them on the log,’’ Mary was thinking aloud.
“Right. From the many dozens of high-speed photos I’ve 
taken. I’d guess that the sounds are made by compressing air 
between the wings and body and then suddenly releasing it. 
But it’s still a mystery.’’
“Some people call them bush partridges, don’t they,’’ 
Mary continued.
“Yes, but I think’’ ruffed grouse is more appropriate.’’
“Oh, so do I,” agreed Mary. “We watched that gorgeous 
male courting last year and I’ll never forget the way he erected 
those beautiful ruffs on his neck! And our bird today put on 
that marvellous show just to announce his presence ot the 
girls?’’
“And to warn the fellows that his territory is occupied.’’
“Do you know what 1 think?’’mused Mary.
“Not very often.’’
“Well, I think human males have a lot to learn. They’re 
chumps compared with him!’’
“All of them?”
“Just about!”
I was afraid to pursue the matter further.
^
☆
On Monday evening Jan. 27, 
a group of 18 citizens gathered 
; at the Sidney Library for a talk 
by Capt. Keith Cameron on the 
operation and development of 
museums in British Columbia, 
our speaker being a former 
president of the Museums 
Association of British Colum­
bia.
Following a spirited question 
and answer session the meeting 
unanimously decided to form a
society to assist and support the 
Sidney museum as there 
presently is no such formal 
body.
The museum owes its origins 
in considerable part to the 
historical society who devotedly 
shepherded it through its 
earliest beginnings and when the 
burden got too heavy for its 
small membership the town 
stepped in to take up the load.
The' first event of the 
museum’s 1986 season will be
its sponsorship of a symposium 
on Steam Railways, to be 
presented at Sidney Elementary 
School, Friday Feb. 14 at 7:30 
p.m. Bob Turner, well known 
author of several books on 
steam railways, will speak with 
particular reference to the 
development of steam railways 
on Vancouver Island. He will 
also show movies and his uni­
que collection of slides. The oc­
casion should be of keen in­
terest to railway enthusiasts of
all ages and admission is free.
Provided that town council is 
in agreement the friends of the 
museum would like to see the 
1986 season open on May 4, bir­
thday of May John, a well 
known long time resident of 
Sidney whose benefactions have 










NOW OPEN 8 AM
IN THE DEACON PLA2A MALL ,
2321 Beacon Ave, Sidney
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2500 Beacon Avo. 656-1224
_ ______ r..:________ __ - __
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PETITE CUISINE
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40% Senior Discount 
OPEN 7 AM . 7 PM Every Day
Uconsod 652-1192
TRYOURtC.gS
Early Evening DINNER SPECIAL 
4:30«6:00 Mon.Tri.
Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Brunch 11:30-1:30 
7172 Brentwood Bay 
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Juicy chicken marinated and baked 
with red wine, garnished with pearl 
onions bacon and mushrooms. 
Served with vegetables, potato, 





2 farm fresh eggs, any style with 2 
slices of bacon or sausages and 
choice of 2 buttermilk pancakes, or 
hash browns and toast.
SPECIAL $235
10% OFF






7816 East Saanich Rd.
Chevrolet OldsmobSle Ltd.
“THE WESTERN COMMUNITIES LARGEST, FULL FACILITY DEALERSHIP’’]







































Wo’ll Adliist: Wo’ll Chock:
♦ Ignillon Timing * Battery
• Caiburoior Connections
• Bolls • Air Filter
• Air conditioned units • Ctwko
Cob'ollB, Vans, Turbos » piuo wires
Charged Vohiciwj
Extra t'osi






• Remove pan and drain fluid • Install new pan gaskol
• Ctet'k govorrioi .bands, linkage • Inslall new trans fluid 
*0)ock(T«lulaior valve *Roa(j|esl




• Chanfio Oil 
and Filler













LED PROMPTLY I « fc I 8
:AR BY APPOINTMENT




25 Accounting Services 
30 Appliance Sen/ices 
103 Autobody Repairs 
100 Automotive
18 Babysitting Services 
143 Beauty Salons
175 Births 
110 Boats & Marine 
135 Building Materials 
155 Business Opportunities 
165 Business Personals 
23 Business Services 
190 Cards of Thanks 
32 Catering Services 
10 Church Services 









142 Furniture for Rent 
130 Garage Sales 
50 Gardening 
55 Glass
140 Groceries, Meat & Produce
19 Help Wanted 
• 200 In Memoriam
60 Janitor Senrices 
205 Legal Notices 
150 Lost & Found
36 Masonry
120 Miscellaneous For Sale
125 Miscellaneous Wanted 
215 Mobile Homes
101 Motorcycles 
63 Moving & Storage 
62 Music 
195 Obituaries 
65 Paint & Painting 
160 Personals 
144 Pets & Livestock 
70 Plumbing & Heating
212 Real Estate for Rent 
211 Real Estate for Sale
213 Real Estate Wanted 
105 Recreation Vehicles
72 Refrigeration & Air Conditioning 
75 Secretarial Services 
80 Signs
85 Small Engine Service
126 Toys
88 Tree Services 
. 90 T.V. and Stereo 
95 Watch Repairs 
-185 Weddings 
137 Wood Heating 





Ads are accepted Mon­
day through Friday, from 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
656-1151.
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT
Full complete and sole 
copyright in any advertise­
ment produced by Island 
Publishers Ltd. is vested in 
and belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd , provided, 
however, that copyright in 
that part and that part only ol 
any such advertisement con­
sisting of illustrations, 
borders, signatures or similar 
components which is or are, 
supplied In finished form to 
Island Publishers Ltd 
operating as Iho Review by 
the advertiser and In­
corporated in sold advertise- 
j-nent shall remain in ; and 
belong to the advertiser.
WARNING
No material covered under 
tho copyright outlined above 
may be used without the writ- 















WOULD LIKE TO BABYSIT in my home, 
Mon-Fri. 4 and older. 656-5001. 06
J
Classilied 
' . and : 
Subscription
RATES
Classifid Rato: lat in.sortion — 
15g a word, minimum charge 
$2.00. 2nd and subsequent 
insortion — lOc a word per in- 
.softioii, minimum charge 
$1,35 Charge prdors by 
fihone — add $1 .50 per ad. 
Box number - ,$2,00 par a,d.
‘ fiAVit' riMi: AND MONCV if"’ VOtM
(Hd R<Hl ViHA pr MAKT!
SUBSCRIPTION RATFS- 
* Annual
In local area .......... ,.$15
Canada.... ..,. ■ ■ • • • $*-5 
r Foreign *'10
Monthly


















7726 W. Saanich Road




10030 Third St., Sidney
5:00 pm.. ............Saturday Mass
10:30 am .......... Sunday Mass
Phone 652-1909
PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Camolion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent sales representatives to market 
our luxurious run resistent pontyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Coll 388-6278 anytime. If no 
answer please leave name and phone
number. ____ ______  ___ tf
FULL AND PART-TIME commissioned 
soles position available in 'our 
neighbourhood. 381-3545. 09
EXPERIENCio stenographer
REQUIRED by Sidney area company. 
Part-time three days per week. Four 
hours per day. Must have own 
tronsportotion Proficiency in shor­
thand desirable. Reply providing 
details of experience and salary re­
quirements. Box 525 the Review 9781 
2nd Street, Sidney. 07
CAT NANNY WANTED for occosioiid
jobs. Must be a cot lover, reliable, 
mature and able to stay overnight. 
652-4851 ■06 
WOULD YOU LIKE to moke more 
money than you earn on income 
assistance? For info on today's job 
market and how you could fit in coll 
656-4531 or 656-0851,06 
NURSING RELIEF REQUIRED for in- 
home care. Permanent position. 2-3 
days per week. No housecleaning, 
light nursing duties. Requirements: 
LTC course or LPN. Good woges, 
beautiful setting, congenial people. 
656-4516, Phyllis.06 
WANTED — OVERWEIGHT ambitious 
people, serious about losing weight. 
Sell our nutritional products P.T. or 
F.T. and earn $400 - $3000/monlh. 656- 
6544 (9-3)06 
PAINIST NEEDED for the Peninsula 
singers, Tues. evenings. For info, Ron, 
656-6628. 06
CLEANING LADY REQUIRED, Deep 






7925 E. Saanich Rd.
(opposite Fairgrounds)
9:30 am......... .Sunday School
11:15 am ...... Memorial Meeting
Phone 652-3606
SEWING REPAIRS pick-up and delivery 
available. Cindy 656-9962 after 5 p.m. 
___________________ 09
AUTO REPAIRS, tune-ups, brakes, oil 
char>ges, etc. Quolily work, 
reasonable, O.A.P. discour*. John 
656-9962. 09
APPRENTICED CARPENTER and ioine'r,
trustworthy and reliable. All interior 
ond exterior repairs, renovations and 
additions. 656-1040. 08
DRYWAir HAND Taping for hirTTTo
job loo small. Sydney Boyd’s Hondtop- 
ing, 656-4559, 18
RESIDENIAL SERVICE, specialize in rock 
work', concrete driveways, brick and 
block masonry. Vei-y competitive. In­
quire 656-4264 ofter 5 p.m. tf
/TL TYPES OF BRICK AND BLOCic^vTrk;
some stone work, interior, exterior, 
commerciol, residential certified 
journeyman best prices available. 
Please call 656-7014 or 656-7087 11 
a.m. - 7 p.m. tf
CLEAN-UPS, hauling, painting, gutters 
cleaned, gardening, odd jobs, work 
guaranteed, O.A.P. discount. 656- 
8730. 09
FULLY EQUIPPED for foundotions, 
residential or commercial. 656-8699 or 
656-1907.06
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING and 
general gardening. Reasonable rotes. 
Coll 656-5382 after 5 p.m.U 
NEED YOUR WINDOWS VVASHED? For 
a quality job coll Blaine ot 656-1475. 
Most houses $15.00. Outside or inside 
windows. tf
20 WGBKWAtliTED











10:30 am ........ Famjly Worship
and Sunday School
TUESDAY
7:30 pm....... Horrie Study Groups
Further Information 







0: i5am .,,:., / Holy Communion 
10:00 am v.,.., Morning Prayer 
Youth Club, S School & Nursery
February 12th 
ash WEDNESDAY
7;.30 pm ., ,,. Charol Communion





7008 W. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
9:45 am.........Family Bible School
11:00 am _ _____ Family Worship
7:00 pm Rvoning Followship
Paator V. Nordstrom 
652-5831 652-.3313
A Friendly Family Cl'iurcli 
Serving Coniral Giianich ....
Voa
TcT's/T’t^'cr
“Jo art eYcitfng aiA<5 jXwtrJuT
serYttnftt- rt,v*aliTv
Mow lo Aclilcve 
Wealth 'HcdttiT
1|~ ^'ou. docire lo Ta^,-
cahircl cif~yc«:r t'eOncval .’115111*, 
^irjir>jal i^^rer,rar.co wd Wulln'
Be There! 







RENOVATE AND SAVE! 
656-4915
POLSON’S








• Residential & Commercial 
» Complete Design Service
• Custom Homes
« Renovations & Additions
656-2164
BESLEY CONTRACTING - general 
carpentry. Satisfaction guoronteed. 
Call Ron Besley 652-2338. tf
SELECTIVE Togging servicesTltd.
are in the process of harvesting 
mature and diseased timber in the Vic­
toria, Saanich area. Present market 
condition mokes this the time to 
market your timber. Yes, we replant 
with quality seedlings. For free 
estimate pyhone 754-6606 (24 hrs.) tf 
DAVE^ ROOFING ~shokes dnT
shingles. Duroid shingles. New in­
stallations and re-roofing. Dave 652- 
5020.d 
MAN SEEKS CONTRACTS for lawn and 
garden maintenance. John 656-6693.
07
HEYWOOD CONSTRUCTION, framing, 
foundations, siding, finishing, comlete 
home renovotions and additions. Free 










• Factory Warranty Depot 
ZENITH-HITACHI & OTHER MAKES 
Hashna Court










MtLiAOLfc MOlHtH of onw chtid wilt 
tato lor your thlld In my home. Aid- 
well >^yonue. fMtohw 656-9/79, 08
” OAYOkRt SPACES avail lot 3-5 yi ultfi.
Convtmitml lotaHon, coriiv,| itoff. 777
m?. ........... ..... .......... _....
Wil llABYSIt hi my home, f'of ^ly and 
Oeop Cf,iv» miirj. Any ngt*. SuHin 656 
»5S0.,
YOUNG MAN WHH TRUCK will do 
Qordonino, cl»an-up, roofing and 
genorol homo molnlononco, Also loaf 
taking. Wood npllltlng, snow shovell­
ing. 652-5020,_ .... ................. ....... .... If
dIeF CO VC' MAN^ with't ruckTor iiotjl ■ 
awoyt, ynrd, gorden, house 
molntenonce, polnlino, concrete if/ork, 
leneing, choinsow work. Any kind • 
yard, basement, garden cl»on-up, win­
dow washing, pruning, rototllllrig,
5lc.,j»tc^Malcolm,65<.-9312^.....
MORRIS iVff CAT lANDSCAPiN^ AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide oppllcoliir. Free eslimoles,
652-46«0, ...... ,...................
CrEANUPS,’'MAULINC3'.'"bsrn allits, 
yards, eoillngs, walls, windows, liv 
doors/out. envoirouglts, painting or 
any job you don't finti time to do. 652 
0/22, Ruosonoblo totes. 09
M.M TUBH CARPENTRY SERVICES lor 
your house repoirs, renovotions rand 
oil (inishing roriionliy. ITo jol) loo 
smoll.6S/,..14/.0. 0/
LAWN AND GARDEN MAINTENANCE 
houll owoys, rock v/olls, pruning. Gnii 
ten, also power wash ovailablo etc. 
John 656-669.1, 07
CABINET /.iVAKER, onllquo rostoiollon, 
cuslome furnlluroe. tobineli, wood' 
work, Ti'odlllonal quolily and tochni
' (|ues. Coll Reno Crculv, H...
Reasonohje iot®». 6f>6-0/4B, OR
A^TUR'E WO/MN writ cloon boke onJ 





locally owned A oporatod 









• raUAPTlNO * URBION 
BISRVICB'fS
. . ■ USti-«911 ■
FRUIT TREES 
PRUNED
Orchard or Residential 
6 years experience 
FREE ESTIMATES 
656-1046 MAURICE
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide applicator. Free estimates. 
652-4688.'1
COMPLETE GARDENING SERVICES, 
clean-ups, pruning, grass cuts, haul­








Chimneys - Repairs 
Estimates 656-6959
39 ORYWALL
QUALITY WOODWORK with personal 
touch. Bedrooms to buffets. Call Rick, 
4r79-0547 or 652-3431 evenings. 09 
TUTORING, all academic subjects cer­
tified teachers, reasonable rotes. 652-
0749,_____________________ tf
HOUSECLEANING — fast, efficient, 
friendly teams. Dedicated to the busy 
homo. Complimentary roses. DIR-
TAWAY, 652-0644.    07
CABINET AAAKER reproducing fine 
English period furniture, Winder 
choirs, and custom furniture, for more 
information coll Don Gentile 652-1758.
06
HAIR AT YOUR HOME Profossi'ona'l ser­
vice. Evonings Oscor 656-9765 0^
ARE~YOU PLANNING your next vaca 
tion? Call Dawn of B.C, Travel todoy. 
Sidney 6S6-4729 or 477-9546.______ 06
PLASTERING & STUCCO 
DRYWALL & PAINTING 
RE-TEXING CEILING 
& OUTSIDE OF HOUSE






25 years experience 
Residential, Industrial 
Commercial
Rowliino, Eloclric Honling Repniis 
AppHanca Connocllons





Accordian, Voice & Theory 





















COLWOOD PAINTING AND 
DECORATING. Wallcoverings, spray 
painting, brush and roll. Our prices 
will please you. Call for free ostimote 
cmyj I mjj, .^83)030, _ _   tf
BHR INTERIOR PAINTING tiling and 
poporhonging, 656 B911.tf
^XPERIENCEd‘~PAINTER. Reasonoble




Now Consimciion and Repairs





















Spadali/ino in waterproofing 
bafiemonls & buildings 
SUNUMJKCUAIlNGb
656-0242
HLRMAN m.BNim GLNtRAl CON- 
T fS A C ? I N O A r/ D D U11. 0 I r/ G 
CONSULTING Cuttfotn hottm*, tenovo- 
Koni nod odddlmiL ii,*(<f«nlol and 
















D56 Downey ft?MR.‘Rr'l. fildnoy
656*3159
TYPINO SERVICE AVAILABLE • fasi and 
efflcloiil. Call 6SA-0747, ask for Cindy 
ot Coille Properllas (1902) Lid., 2300 
Beacon Avenue, Sidney, If
HEIIAOIE TYPING SERVICE experlenc- 
od help for all kinds of Typing. Coll 
Holenm-4915. if
Ciiunrlfi
Wepsift W r srttwtwewm.
, ' , OWIMStW.
'• • • " Plivnimr • Tern
i Shimtslws • Jsentisstt • Psifnsr 
OPEr/ MOI-I, TO IIAT, 
10134 Mnnaneld Perw noeo
CLASSIFIEDS
656-1151
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iil?
HOWE'S TREE SERIVCE insured 











170 CenHDg Eoe^ i
itt ^ ^ " M m 'AnnMeements 'Wi
GENERAL ELECTRIC DRYER, totally 
reconditioned, used only a few mon­
ths. S250 OBO. 386-6967 or phone 478- 
0515 tf




• 5 BAYS TO SERVE YOU 
TUNE UPS • BRAKES " LUBRICATION
• TIRES' BATTERIES
• SECURITY MUFFLER
• PROPANE CONVERSIONS 
• PROPANE SALES 
•■FOR SERVICE CALL"
656-2921 or 656-0434
0429 Canora, Sidney 
CYRIL PRIMEAU — OWNEI
««•»•••
FOR SALE, mirrors, tempered glass, 
new and used doors, table tops, oil 
types of glass. Large stock of factory 
cleorout thermo units, good stock of 
new single pane windows. Ther- 
mopone Patio Doors. All discount 
prices. Insurance repairs. George 
Clark and Son Enterprises. 9750 - 4th 




ALL NATURAL HERB diet. Billions of 
portions sold to millions of satisfied 
customers. 100 per cent satisfaction 
guaranteed. Call Lianne 652-4247. 07
WATKINS PRODUCTS - spices, 
tracts, linaments, shampoos and 







Pick-up or delivery 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
ECONO­
FIX
KINGSIZE WATERBED mattress, 








HALEY'S COMET for sale tasco 
telescope 56, 70, 112 and 140 pwr. Also 
sun lens, see sunspots very clear. 




Cordova Bay Rd. at Fowler
AMERICAN COCKER spaniel, 
purebred, 2 yrs old, (male). $150.00 
652-9643. 06
FIR AND HEMLOCK sawdust for sale, 
full loads or half loads. Also good for 
gordens. 656-5671.09
TYPESETTING AND WORD PROCESS 
typing now available locally. Books, 
manuscripts, brochures etc., etc. Coll 
evenings 656-6466. No job too small, tf
DOBERAAAN PUPPIES for sale 4 red and 
tan, 2 black and tan. Ready to go Feb. 
22, 1986. Tails cropped, dew claws 
removed, dowormad and first shots. 
$150.00.656-6450. 09
RENT-A-WRITER! Resumes, briefs, 
business letters, what have you. 652- 
9472. tf
SENIORS (60 OR MORE). New to * ' 
Sidney? Don't know anyone? The 
Silver Threads Centre offers classes, * 
activities and a warm welcome. Drop ' 
in to 10030 Resthaven or call us at :656- '
5537. tf ■
DRESSAAAKING AND TAILORING, ex­
perienced professional. Trillium Crea­
tions, Joan Diakow, 656-3190. tf
TWO BLUE BUDGIES with cage, $25. 
OBO. 656-5477 ofter 4 p.m.06
653-5235
PENINSULA HOMEMAKER SUB'. 
Discreet home pet plant vigilance. 
Apt. cleaning for the to busy c ■ 
emergency situation. 652-1060. 0/
^NINSULA HOMEMAKER SUB'
discreet home-pet-plant vigilance. 
Apt. cleaning for the too busy or 
emergency situations. 652-1060. 08
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION, 9751 3rd St., is the in­
formation and Volunteer Service Cen­
tre for the peninsula. If you need 
assistance or if you wish to volunteer a 
few hours a week to help others in 
your community, please call 656-0134 
for further information. tf
TABLE TENNIS (Ping Pong) at Brent­
wood Elementary School. Mondoys 
7:30 - 9:30 p.m. All ages welcome. Fur­
ther info. 652-4580, 652-1531. tf
FOUND: young orange taby 
(male), with white bib. 656-5147.
cat,
06
LOST FROM AIRPORT, last seen Main- 
waring: dark brown fi white cot. vyhite 
on face, neutered male, crossed eyes, 
shy. 656-5672. 06
FOOTCARE in your home. Sculptured 
noils. Call Angola. 652-9727. 18
FREE
1256.
OLD WHEELCHAIR. Call 656- 
06
137' WOOD Hms
I7{f0omii^ Events 1 
Kimemcements
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT 
GROUP meets regularly. To join us. 
help us. or just for information, call 
656-2908 or 656-5457 after 5 p.m. rd 
SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT 
Drop-in group meets every Wednes­
day. 7-9 p.m. ot 1045 Linden Ave. 383- 
5545, 10-5 p.m. Monday to Friday for 
more info. tf
QUILTING REGISTRATION beginners, 
intermediate and cathedral window 
classes begin in Feb. Phone Lois. 656- 
7656. 06
'75 FORD CAMPER SPECIAL, very good 
cond. 76,000 miles. Price $2,500. No 
rust, dual tanks, sliding window, 
trailer package. 652-3257. 06
1973 CAPRI 2000 4cyl. 4 sp.. Michelin 
radials, sunroof, rebuilt engine, ex­
cellent condition $1995.00 O.B.O. 656- 
7032. 07
FOR SALE: less than half price. Old 
Country Rose china place setting for 6. 
30 pieces in all. Regular price, $1,100 - 
selling for $500. Also ladies beige 
lamb fur coat, like new, size 9, $450 
new - selling for $150. 656-9765.06
iWATTRESS - twin size, Sears-O-Pedic. 
Clean, good condition. $60. 656-1351.
06
VAN HECKE FIREWOOD 
SEASONED 
* Douglas Fir • Alder 
• Arbutus » Maple
DOWNSINCESPRING 
Specials on next year's orders
656-8702
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer informa­
tion, support and referrals. 24 hours a 
day, 7 doys o week.H
COUNSELLING for families ond in­
dividuals of all ages — serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 




Day Tables for Swap ’n' Shoppers
For Sat. & Sun.
from $5.00 
To Reserve Call 
656-0221
SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS - Western 
Square Donee Association collects all 
used stamps - Proceeds to Concer Fund 
- drop them off ot Tho Review. TF
EUROPEAN PORCELAIN dollmaing 
classes (afternoons) begin mid-Feb. in 
Sidney, create your own heirloom dolls 
with nationally known insructor 656- 
9826(7-9 p.m.). 06
CLEAN GREEN FIR, $75 full cord. Phone 
Molcoim, 656-9312. tf
GET 75 MPG LARGE CAR, R.V's etc. 
build and install a new covey gar 
vapour carb. Fit any care, truck or R.V. 
for info, send self-addressed stamped 
envelope to: Thrift Carb, 10731 King 
Geo. Hwy. Surrey, B.C.,V3T2X6. tf
1957 CHEV TRUCK, stock sell $800.00 or 
trade for outboard. Evenings Oscar 
656-9765. 06
1975 DODGE VAN 318 Auto $1600.00 
1983 Honda CM250 barely ridden, new 
cond. $1200.656-5251. ^
'85 TOYOTA CELICA GTS, 5 spd. Load­
ed with options, lady pampered. 
$15,500 obo. Consider partial trade or 
lease. 652-4851. ' 06
'77 CHEV VAN 26,000 miles $4200.00 
Coll after 6 p.m. 656-7809.07^




1975 FORD STATION WAGON Good 
condition. Sale price $545.00 656-9201.
'07
1974 ASTRA. Good running order. 
Some rust. $500. O.B.O. 656-2503 after 
6 p.m. 06
NEW FURNISHINGS FEB. SPECIALS! 4 
shelf bookcase 24" x 9"x 48"h $49.95, 5 
shelf bookcase 66" high $69.96, 5 shelf 
bookcase with doors $79.95, wall unit 
adj. shelves 16" deep $129.95, wall 
unit/home ent. centre 48 "w. $389.95, 
china cabinet, drawer and 4 doors 
$169.95, glass front cabinet 36" x 12"x 
42"h $99.95, coffee table and 2 end 
tables $109.95, coffee table and 2 step 
tables $58.88, desk w/4drawers 40" x 
20" top $99.95, D/Ped 7 drawers 48" x 
20" top $124.95, hutch for desk 36" x 9" 
X 32"h $59.95, single dresser with mir­
ror $99.95, double dresser with mirror 
$139.95, triple dresser with mirror 
$189.95, 4 drawer chest 32" wide 
$79.95, 5 drawer chest 45" high $94.95, 
39" or 54/60" panel headboard $49.95, 
2 drawer night tables each $49.95, 3 
shelf TV stand on casters $49.95, 5 
shelf spindle shelf unit 32" wide 
$59.95, 3 shelf spindle shelf unit 32" 
wide $39.95, You trades are welcom­
ed! Buy and Save Furnishings Ltd. 9810 
4th St. Sidney, Phone 656-7612.06
GOOD QUALITY fir, unseasoned. Split 
and delivered $90 cord phone Audrey 
642-4888 evenings.06
IS OVEREATING creating problems in 
your life? Overeaters Anonymous can 
help you. No dues, no weigh-ins. Call 
Sidney 656-4353^ tf
VALENTINE GIFT. Give my houseclean­
ing service to your loved one. Roses 





Table Bookings & information
656-4523
MATERNITY WEAR now being accepted 
on consignment ot Jus Kidding 9788A 
2nd St. across from the Review. 656- 
7313. 07
ARE YOU DEPRESSED of dieting and 
getting nowhere. Try this fantastic pro­
duct. Call Jan 656-9371. 06
FREE APPLES 20 lbs per family while 
they last. 1040 Maple Rd. Feb. 8th from 
10:00- 1:00 p.m.06
DON'T BE FOOLED by imitations. The 
herbal weight loss program you wnat 
is not sold in stores. Lose weight and 
feel great! We guarantee results. 656- 
6544,656-2413. 06
FRESH FLOWERS
NOW AVAILABLE AT 
SAANICH PENINSULA HOSPITAL 
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
CLASSIC FLOWERS
No. 3-2310 Beacon Ave. 656-0411
TO MANAGEMENT AND STAFF of 
Sidney Travelodge. Many thanks for 
Super 38 from Lynn's Subservient 
Following. 06
h; Tgxjcisui.. jjvJexznaarwBaaMmaa ■WBuamAegamMaTOnBB
liianket
1981 MUSTANG. New clutch & brakes. 
Sun roof, 6 cyl. Excellent running 
order; $5,800. 652-0735. 06
1975: SAAB W in excellent condition, 
standard, radials, sporty and roomy, 
fuel injected. 107 hp. A pleasure to 
drive. Desperation sale $2995 O.B.O. 
Evenings 658-1123. tf
MOVING. High bock velour couch and 
chair, cost $1400, sell for $450, good 
condition. Three keyboard organ and 
bench $1900. Bed frame with box spr­
ing $25. Coot rack $25. Red velvet look 
double bedspread, $20. Marble vanity 






Ads from all over B.C 
and the Yukon.
a
2S words for SIDS wHl roach
mort than 690,000 homes through more than ?0







1975 HONDA 350 excellent condition. 
Complete with windshield and saddle 
bogs $600.00. 652-9662.06
WANTED: Triumph Spitfire to restore. 
Reasonable. Please phone 652-0826.
06
Where can you lease a truck 
for only $119.97 per month? 
Cal! R.C. Bell colled at 525- 




FOR SALE MISC. HELP WANTED PERSONALS
ATC 70 safe childs 3 wheeled motor­
bike $500.00. Yomaha 400 cheap in­
surance, easy to own. $895.00 652- 
2201. 06
INDIAN ARTIFACTS. Wanted - old 
stone, bone, or wooden Indian ar­
tifacts. Please phone 652-0826.08
WE BUY- antique and collectible dealer 
buys figurines, china, furniture, 
glasswore, jewellry, toys, silver, 
crystal, lamps or paintings or what 
have you. One article or houseful. 652- 
5040. 18
Lease 4x4 $244 per month! 
Factory order to your specs! 
Lease /buy car/truck-GM- 
Ford-Chrysler-Imports. Call 
Ray Lovell Toll-free 1-800- 
242-4416, 584-1222. D.L. 
7836.
LOOKING FOR A WOOL carding 
machine or someone who cords wool. 
652-5653. 06
28 FT TRAVEL TRAILER, sell $800.00 or 
trade for outboard. Evonings Oscar 
656-9765. 06
WANTED: ook table and chairs,
roasonably priced. 6S6-8065.  06
PIANO — Aportmont size. Good condi­




Suppliers of Quality 
Marino Hardware 
ENTERTOWINAREEVER 
Draw April 16th 
2506 Beacon Avo.
Landmark Bldg. 656*6621WWMiimnwniillllMllWIMWWBlIllTilirilBTl------- -----------
MOVING SALE 2 boats, 1 trnllor, win­
dows, doors, weights, lawn furniture, 
paints, couch, boys and boby clothor,, 
carriage, mens ond ladles coals ond- 
clothes and tools. 409 Landsond kd.
Fob, 8th 9:00 o,m, ______ 06
Fed. B"fiT9'."4 p,mTi0476 Aliboy RdT! 
Sidney, SMIscolloneous household
One hour credit approval! 
Possible with our exclusive 
Dial-A-Car and instamatic 
credit program. Lease-pur­
chase with or without option, 
your choice. Low, low pay­
ments to suit your budget. 
Featuring a complete line of 
GM cars and trucks. Also, 
always available, an excel­
lent selection of quality pre­
owned luxury vehicles (or 
the discriminating buyer. 
Ask (or Harold Pleus at 
Royal GM (home of white 
glove service). 922-4111, 680 
Marine Drive at Taylor Way, 
West Vancouver. D,L. 5534. 
Buy or lease new or used 
trucks direct from B.C.'s ffl 
volume Ford Dealer, Noth­
ing down,' we pay transpor­
tation OAC, Call Walley or 
Tim collect 464-0271. Metro
Fp!:d,._DL5231,_____________
Buy ot lease new or used 
trucks direct (rom B.C.'s W1 
volume Ford Dealer, Noth-
Attention Real Estate Inves­
tors. Experiencing financial 
difficulty. Will sacrifice Mil­
lion Dollar mortgage port­
folio at 50% discount. Lots, 
homes, residential, commer­
cial, industrial, etc. Call 1- 
604-547-6630 anytime. 
Attention all investors. Ex­
periencing financial difficul­
ties. Must sacrifice mort­
gage portfolio at discount 
rate. Mortgages in $20,000 - 
$50,000 range. No risk, high 
yield, discounts negotiable. 
1-604-547-6630 anytime.
EDUCATIONAL
Pure Irish Linen Hemstitch­
ed Suppercloths (Table/Gift) 
50x70" rect. $99.00 66x86", 
$165. 18x18" Napkin $13. 
16x24" Traycloth $18. At­
tention embroiderers COD/ 
Money Order 7% tax B.C. 
The Other Place, Box 423, 
Kamloops, V2C 5L2.
Free: 1986 guide to study-at- 
home correspondence Dip­






vel. Granton, (1A) 1055




ate. full-size, grip tape. 
Clear finish - orange wheels 
or blue with blue wheels. 
Only $85,55. Also 7 pc.-acc. 
set $22.00. Send cheque. 
M/O, Visa, M/C. (also exp. 
date). Kids Wheels, 1496 
Cartwright, Vancouver, B.C, 
V6H 3Y5.
New BSA deluxe sporting 
rifles, calibres 270: 308: 30- 
06; 7 m.m. mag.: 300 rnag: 
$399.50, Lever Arms. 572 
Howe St., Vancouver, B.C. 
V6C 2E3. Phone 685-8945.
Exciting career as a travel 
agent or tour operator awaits 
you, Professionally prepar­
ed. Correspondence courses 
with voiced Instructions, 
Travel Training Centro, H2- 
1583 Porntaerlon, North Van­
couver. V7P 2S3.
iiemt, combination door, swivol boat 
chair, book», and much moie. 06
ing down, we pay transpor-
c.v
BOAT FOR SALE. 1900 17'6'' Complon, 
full convu*, 05 H,P, Johnson, Roodrun- 
n»i trolloi. Low hours. Very good con- 
dllion, $6000. 656-1040. 07
lORSALE
CRIB AND MAITRtSS good cond., T,V. 
«tond. trlcyclo and bciby blonkols, 666- 
0752. 06
PAIR OF SWAG BATHROOM LIGHTS 
$15,00, 42" bl-flold door* $20,00, 
bookcono with dci»k a* new $150.00, 
alto bookcato $35,00, 3 wovon blind* 
37"*r75" $30.00 ooch, 2 tuown at $15.00 
ooch, brown and whl1r» carpel 12x10 
$35.00, mon* tkl* 170's, bool* »iio 10 
with binding* $150.00, Wtinlod Vlc- 
forlon or Quaon Ann round back din­
ing choir* 6%;7690,^ _ ___ _... ... ___ '
MOfORliio l'(V'drauiic log ipliltor
$ 1500.(X) P;.......... .....
$KUR'"FEPPiAR ’’’d^ ' chwtlorbrrd,
5prlnt|woll mnllro** like now. Aikiivg
• $500.00 656-6345,._ _ 06
TASe SAW wlih i (Uond ond % HP 
motor IMiV tor *alo iiSV.tXj (lioMn 
h«afor duol hoot new $60,00 656'4!72.
, ;    ......06
lt»bl» SIW.UU, i.uui.h u(tii kJiuii $100.60, 
n»w fr«»t«r $350,00 firm, Coll alter 6
pmi. ■;;;;.;.. ...... •' ...,,w
MU?f einihit'io 17;
14 Dr«»llc l•#dur.1lon* bnrqnitr* on 
ii«»* 0-10, Ju* Iddlng 97t«IA Jnd Sireut 
oerp** from lh« Rovlevi/. 656 7313, 07
‘T,ANOE BROWN''CHESTERnELO, Now 
condition, $325, or will pel oxttu.inqo 
' for lrw«tfl«1._65f';,369(l;'___ _ ___ ', 06
talion OAC. Call Gary or 
John collect 464,0271. Metro
Forri,;pL5231,,__,____ ___
Forll Diesels, crow Cans, 
Super Cabs, Regular Cabs, 
Cube Vans, now, used 4x2, 
4x4, Soil, louse. Call Bob 
Langstalf 522-2821. Out ol 
town call collect. __
"BUSINESS....
OPPORTUNITIES
Auction School - 14lh year, 
1200 graduates Coursos, 
Aprjli August and Decem­
ber, Write Western School 
ol Auctioneering, Box C87,. 
Uacombo, Alta. TOC ISO. 










^■aclllllt.n;l lur Buir-tjeivu 
Pick'Up l oads of .Rfind A 
Gftwol
Mon,*Sal,fi:004:30
Fragrance Consult an 
Wanted. Market Seasons' 30 
oxciuBive Replica Porlumoa 
ft Colognes, World’s finest 
Frngrnntoal Earn Hundreds 
saving others Thousands. 
Special $300 Retail Kll $99.
1-BOO-387-7875.___
Boauiy sho’p In’~'^soyoo8, 
good location. Fully equip­
ped and lastofully decorated 
in laroo loasotl promises. 
Three prlvaie stations, 
$23,000, Box 639, Osoyoos,
B.'C,,V0IH.iY0,____________
Ahtaotslord rostauranl, 72 
seal. ExcollonI location In
For sale 1979 Drolt-40 Fol- 
lor-Buncher. Good condition. 
For more • Information call 
305-3375 or 396-7203 alter
6:00„()mL.:_____ ____________
1985 Ken worth fi Logging 
riOOing. 400 Cummins, 14G15 speed transmission,' stili
Poultry, Pigeon, Pheasant 
National Monthly Newspap­
er, Only $12 per year, In­
cludes Free 40th Anniver­
sary Magazine & Avian 
Book Catalogue when sent 
with tills adverllsomoni to: 
Feather Fancier, 5 Lakeroad, 
Forest, Ontario, NON ISO. 
Alfalia: Delivered anywhere 
In B.C. Quality Guaranleed, 
Call Brook Alfaila .Sales, 
P.O, Box 1246, Brooks, Al- 
borta. 1(403)362-2957.__ _
Inleroslod In taking advan- 
tago o( now investment op- 
porlunllie.s in norlhorn B.C,, 
the Yukon nnd tho North­
west Torritorlos? Then know 
the economic facts. Sub­
scribe to Northern News 
Agencies, Wrs give you a 
weekly review of economic 
and business nowa oxclu.sivo 
la this area. VYrile for (roe 
sample copy to N.N.A,, Box 
600, Fort Nelson, B.C, VOG
1 f'fO- ■ ■ _ ' . ______ -.-..c.,- ■
G A R 0 e“n i N d          •,
on warranty, M Plato Onrdening. Green
logs A. gravel in District 21. 
Includes seniority posltlcin, 
$132,500, Phono (604)78a-
360.5. '■ . _ _________ _
Areotech Portable Heater 
(Herman Nelson) Model H-6 
ulillly 480.000 O.T.U. per 
hour, c/w 12" canvas ducts, 






Mall. Fully licenced. Nicely 
dorxirated. Asking $50,500, 
Priced less than equipment 
value, Phone 853-1446 or
852-3679.. ........ ..... ....... .
1979' KenwoiIh 475 Cum­
mins, c/w 1977 peerless 
iooginn trailer with S.l, 
scales, H-plai(» District 2t 
logs gravel Senior poailiorv 
at VVesI Fraser, Cfielwynd 
divlsicn. CerioDR iequino'! /
...CabaTei rosfiiurunl Salmon 
Arm, 200,seals. $40,000 in­
cludes lull Kitchen, sound, 
hghts. $15,0UU kiltliun 
equipment only, May Fin­
ance part Roy 1874, Salmon 
Arm. V0| 2T0 aMj'Gm 
ResoVrior Expo or rejiro- 
inetU''* KikiViiuups lifua. I ully 
.equipniHi. Log. Six acios. 
Sly l.'iKes' Si* Ih, Rainlxiws. 
PicluiesiiMO Private Was 
$t69.ui;)0, HOW $99,000. 
'(604)376*7970,'
FOR, S ALE M,I,SC .....
Lighting' Fl’yturiifi', Wostoi n 
C.inatla's largest dispjay. 
Wnolesalo and rolail F ree 
Catalc)gu«!!i available. Nor- 
burn llghlino Conlio Inc,, 
4600 East Hastings Strool, 
Burnaby, B.C. V5C‘ :’K5, 
Phono 1-299-0666........... .... .
Introducipry Meat Special,
Pork side order only $25
with purchaao ot a boot sale, 
01 nimJ oiUur an..1 nb pc,:.- 
lion, Inqniio. today. Black 
|UjK_43fl.'5357,;.,.________
Flvllshermen., flylyers. rod ^ 
DuildU'iS, We 'liave it «el b> 
mail order, Orders^shlmied 
within 24 hrs. MAY, 104B4
13? street, Surrey. 588-
houses and hydroponics. We 
have it all at groat prices. 
tOOOW Halidmi, $175. Send 
$2, for Info-pack or coll 
WoBtern Water Farms Inc. 
1244 Seymour Street, Van- 
erjuvor, B.C, VGO 3N9, (604) 
682-6636.. ...... ......
hi^Ijwanted. 2...,.... ..... .
Work "OvorBoas, Fantastic 
Opportunity to work on a 
(arm In Europe, Australia or 
Now Zealand, Do you have 
two years agriculiui al exper- 
lonco? Are you sinttlo? Ap­
plication deadline dal OH are 
fjrawing closer, Call or 
write; Intornaiional Agricui- 
feral Exchange Assnciallnn, 
1211-Tllh Avo., $,W,, Cal- 
gaiy. Alta, T30 0M5 Phone; 
(403I244-I8t4. Ploaso Blate
........ ....... ......
1 ir.cnnc'.f 'A.,f.4E Pdot / Frm,!tv 
eer or straight onginoor frjr 
I'hy-in Llve-ln roaoit year 
round. Married couple pin- 
.(orred. Exportonced on Ot- 
U:i, Dcavu., too, 
send reaumn lo' J. Hami- 
beig, lac La Croix, Quollco





Village of Taylor - Applica­
tions are invited for the 
position of Clerk/Treasurer 
for the Village of Taylor. The 
Village of Taylor is a Munici­
pality with a nopulation bet­
ween 900 and 1000 located 
in the Peace River Area of 
the Province of British Col­
umbia between Fort St. John 
and Dawson Creek along the 
Alaska Highvray. This Vil­
lage Municipality has a 
strong industrial base. The 
position of Clerk/Treasurer 
IS the senior appointed posi­
tion in the Municipality and 
the successful applicant will 
be responsible lor the statu­
tory duties of Ihe Clerk, 
Treasurer and Collector, the 
supervision on a daily basis 
of tho operation of the Vil­
lage Office, co-ordination of 
all aspects of the operation 
ol Iho Municipality and re­
porting all of these matters 
to the Council. The applicant 
will have had experience 
within a small Municipal 
Office and will have a strong 
accounting background. 
Ideally the applicant will 
have a good knowledge of 
the Municipal Act and Mun­
icipal Finance and will' be 
capable of advising tho 
Council in those matters as 
■well as doing advance re­
search for Iho C-ouncil'a in­
formation and planning. Tho 
Village has a full bonofit 
packaM through tho Union 
of B.C. Municipalitioa and 
tho salary will bo common- 
aurato with the succosatui 
applicant's exporlonco and 
abilillos. .Applications should 
bo adclresaod lo the Mayor, 
Tho Village of Taylor, Box 
300, Taylor, B C,, VOC 2K0, 
boloro Fobruary 26, 1986, 
and should bo markod "Ap­
plication • Clork/Troasur- 
m"'.'............
Upper Fraser Valley Travel 
Agoncios is looking (or a 
maiUiger, Should bo yw)II 
vorsod , in all aspects of 
travel consultant work and 
have proven managerial 
skills. Ploaso reply to Man- 
agor. Box 256, Chilliwack.
' V7P Gjjj____ .................
Takri caro - A manuai (or 
11 ean or s ? 3 art i t o r si Ch an g o
complaints to complKTionts 
with In doplh cleaning infor­
mation. Training manual (or 
Ihe new worker, loam your 
importance, a code ol einics 
, and much more, For your 
copy post paid. Srjnd $0 95 
to SIrTimons EntorprlsoB, 
1144 Premiflir SI,, .Hortl'i 
Vancouyor, B'C,V7JJIH3. 
Look! The Camolion oppor- 
Iunity a now way lo cam 
OKira .cash. Small Irivoai- 
muni , QuihJ ptolils, a boliov- 
able protiuct, don’t hosilaio. 
Call Martha today 
3791.1-898-5921,
Aifi ■
Now an opporturlity to misol 
other uiiatlactnHl adults In 
your are,:i, Serving singles of
»*>l ........-Vi.. Lituuui.(c;,
B37 It ami I Ion Sir (Uil, Van­
couver: B.C,' V6I] 2R7, B76- 
42;'0, 10 a.m. - 8 pm. 
Iv'piu3iiy__ly.(_ day
Twins! If you know of a Twin 
In whom Multiple Sclerosis 
(MS) has occurred, please 
let us know. The University 
of ManTToDa is the Canadian ' 
Centre participating in an 
International Research ef­
fort. The study will involve a 
questionnaire to be complet­
ed by one or both twins The 
researchers are also interest­
ed in other health problems 
such as cancer or diabetes in 
twins. Call collect: Dr. David 
Fish, Faculty of Medicine, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba. (204) 
786-3643.
Oriental Ladies seeK to con­
tact Canadian men (or 
friendship, marriage. For 
complete information and 
photos, send $2.00: Equator, 
Box 14443-G, Toledo, Ohio, 
U.S.A, 43614,
Dates Galore. For all ages’ 
and unattached Thousands , 
ol members anxious to meet ; 
you. Prestige Acquamtan- - 
cos. Call Toll Free 1-800- 
263-6673, Hours: 9 am, • 7 • 
f)m,__ _ _ _ _ ^
SERVICE^'"'" " ;• ,
Suffering an ICBC (3laimr 
Carey Linde, Lawyer, 14 
years, 1650 Duranloau, Van­
couver, B.C, V6K 3S4, ' 
Phono collect 0-684-7798 lor 
Free How To In format ion: 
ICBC Claims and Awards. 
"It you have a phone you've 
got a lawyer "______ __ _
Major personal, injury 
claims. Joel A Vvoner, Law­
yer experienced in liliyaiion 
since 1968 Call collect 0* 
736-8261. Frciu initial r.onsul- 
talion. Contingency lees 
available, 1632 West 7ih, 
Vancouver,
travel"'.... ,..r'""' ......... ■
Australia/Nf,-’w Zealand ira- 
vol plans'' Now you can can 
(ill* tij ANZA Tiu'.el tt'.e 
Down Under expruts 1.oy.(!SI 
lareii. brcsl' piannnd tup 
T(.ill-)reo in R C ,1-bOO-972- 
,6928 or 734-7725
Beilin 01\ a m, W a 11-1 ng i o n 
Motels. Coachman inr, ,s. 
(now) Park Motel, Modern 
units, Canadian rnon(j> ai 
par Spi'jclal rr,-aticed ratris • 
two peopir,' (or $42 0(1 pui.s 
la,x ' (200)671'9000 oi Van , 
U C.__((rp4)224-b22L
Skiers: Lake Louise, Can­
ada's (avonirti sn area na* 
ski holidays (rom $158 ‘,im 
tram packages Itorn $242 
and mmi-holirjays Irom $90. 
Information/resofvationB. t- 
800-661-1158.
V? a s h i h g 10 n B W n a t c o m
(Zounty is ynur ''f,-ypO Frit" 
,., Change your pace, Men- 
fry and lilestyle,■ VT.ite (or 
Free {ictiviiies and accom- 
riU5»1fttiOn5 liBlfi, Vifators, 









cluaii'.iliii I icnlaut: liuiuoi 
$45 CKt with ibreakfasl Royal 
Ciiv Bad and OreaKlas,!. 628 
Tenth bireol, New We&irTiin.
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MY GRATEFUL THANKS for the many 
kindnesses to Irene Parnell during her 
lengthy illness, and for the many 
rftessges of sympathy and memorials 
received ofter her death. Special 
thanks to Rev. Hori Prott for his never 
fdiling kindness, to Dr. Moffoot for his 
care over the years, and to the 






Then provido profosslonal sarvlco and ad- 
vlco. via" '■ ...... *■l lt me at my Open Houses or phone 
ana i will drop by at your convenience. Ast- 
about our national Hating service.
CALL JACK WEEKS 






FOR SALE IN OUR AREA
109 Lots








Call me for further details
FRANK FENN 
656-0779
Ocean City Realty Limited 
381-2233
SAANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD.
DRIFTWOOD CENTRE 656-0131
•PROPERTY MANAGEMENT ^RENTALS •INSURANCE
!—-office HOURS——j 
Mon.-Fri. 9 am-5 pm 
lMiiiT|rLf liSTiiis SEntiCE Saturday9am-4 pm
REDUCE YOUR TAXES AND UPKEEP
l HAVE A CONTRACTOR LOOKING FOR 
SUBblVIDABLE PROPERTY FOR HOUSES 
OR TOWNHOUSES.




This lovely vYOoded T acre property would make the 
perfect setting for your Country Home. Buy now and 
start building your dream home this spring. For more
details call:
CATHY EAKINS 656-4904 
CENTURY 21 SAANICH PENINSUAL REALTY LTD. 
656-0131
NO STEP RANCHER 
SAANICH PENIN. S72.900
Loveiy 3 bedroom bungalow on quiol 
cul de sac in Sidney, Walking distance 
to bus library and shopping BoauWu' 
landscaped, fully (enceci back yard. 
Covered sundeck oil kiichen Spacious 
kitchen with eating area ana lots ol 







Lovely Family Horne. Living- 
Diningroom, Covered 
sundeck, 3 bedrooms, sauna, 
plus 1 bodroonv in-law suite 
presently rented, Immaculate 
throuyliout, Good’Si^ecI lond- 
fsciipod lot, private yard. 
Asuinabit? 1 si mortgage ol ap­
prox.. $70,000. Full prico 





211 rai ESTATE fail RIRHSTATE
FOR SALE j FOR SALE
BEAUTIFUL 2 yr. old two story spacious 
home in Dean Pork. 14 acre, fully land­
scaped. $110,000. 656-6725, 385-2712, 
1769 Dean Pork Rd. 07
Deadline for Community 
Calend^ entries is 5 p.m. 
Friday of the week before 
you wish the information to 
apptear.
FOR SALE BY OWNER. Established bed 
& breakfast in Sidney. Heritage home 
situated on two garden lots. Operating 
a a B & 8 for the past two years. Great 
for retired couple who wont to keep 
busy, and meet lots of nice people. 
Serious enquiries only pleose. Phone 
656-9194 or656-3513 to view. 07
NEW DEAN PARK 
RANCHERS --OPEN 
HOUSE DAILY 2-4 pm 
PRICED FROM $116,900
1716 Darfolt Olive 
<1663 Fornrjt PruV Dfivn
Hosted by: VERAL L.ANE8 
385-1478, LARRY OLSON 





0.50 ACRES Deep Covo, ,co,'
riflr lot. city water, $<19,900,
FREDDY STARKE, 6S6-0747 
or652-«BD2.
ARDMORE secluded spacious 3 br. 
bsmt. home on treed ocre. Beautiful 
sunken living room, large deck and 
recreation room. $129,000.00 656- 
3149. 06
SIDNEY.' Small bungalow. 
Livingtoom, kitchon with 
eating area, 50* x 110' loL 
Only $49,500, FREDDY 
STARKE 656-0747 or 652- 
9602.
FOR SALE BY OWNER: attractive dou­
ble family homo Completely finished 
up and down. Separate entrances. 
Quiet Sidney cul-de-sac. Close to 












BCOAPO Meeting. The 
Sidney branch 25 BCOAPO 
will meet on Thursday, Feb. 
6 in the senior citizen centre 
on Resthaven Drive at 1:30 
p.m. All members and 
friends welcome. 1986 
memberships are due.
BLOCK BfiOS. REALTY LTD.I I
\ FOR SALE
S Revenue Property 
i Side by side strata duplex. 3 
1 br. d.r. & f.p. each side. 1 br. 
I in-law stes. on ground level. 
I Large assumable mortgage.
I View Lot
I Sea & Islands views. .49 
g acres. Amity area.
I Summergate Village
I 2 br. home. 960 sq. ft. In adult 
I oriented community. Great 
1 recreation facilities within the 
I village and security plus.
I Call
I Pater Small 


























Member -Victoria M.L.S. 
656-1154
Stamp Club meeting. The 
Sidney Stamp Club monthly 
meeting will be held Satur­
day, Feb. 8 in the Sidney 
Public Library on Resthaven 
Drive. The senior club meets 
from 1-3 p.m. and the 
juniors meet from 3-4 p.m.
LOTS!'
Peninsula Christian 
Women’s After Five Club in- 
'vites you to a dinner party at 
the Margaret Vaughan-Birch 
Hall Monday, Feb. 10 from 
7-9 p.m. Info call 656-6928.
ASKING FROM ONLY
$37,000
Features 1/3 acre sites with 
full underground servicing and 
sunny Southern exposure.
INFORMATION CENTRE
(Located off Dean Park Rd.)
Kiwanis fifth annual Valen­
tines Dance at Sanscha Hall, 
Friday, Feb. 14 from 9 p.m. 
to 1 a.m. Live music, bar and 
food service. Tickets 
available at Sidney Bakery 




The Law Centre presents 
Defending a Traffic Ticket, 
Wednesday, Feb. 12 at 7:30 
p.m. at the Law Centre, 1221 
Broad Street, Victoria. Pre­
registration 388-4516.
The Law Centre will conduct 
a half hour program dealing 
with Small Claims Court 
procedure, Wednesday, Feb. 
5 at the Law Centre, 1221 
Broad Street. Free. Pre- 
registration 388-4516.
' Rolire in Comfort at 
BRENTWOOD 
TOWER APARTMENT
______ JBDRM, SUITE _
1 BDRM SUITE 
HanI includaa haal, T.V.,
LOVELY 1 BDRM waterfront oporfmenf 
for rent, $425.00 Inclusive o month, 
prefer older couple, no pots. Phone at 
night 652-1861 or 1-282-3327^07
ONE BR. SHARED ACCOM, private kit­
chon, bathroom ond br. washer dryer 





.j lllarda, and workshop. 10 
min, to SIdnay. *0 min. lo 
Victoria, SO Sulla complan on 
4 acroa. r.«lra pnrklrio 
avallabla.
Mr. & Mra. naavas
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT APT. private 
ent. fireplace, utilities and hoot incl., 
wosh ond dryer, one child welcome, 
Non-smoker and no pels $430.00 656- 
0265. 06
THE BEST IS 
YET TO COME
ROBERTS MANOR 
NEW OWNERS - 
NEW MANAGEMENT
WANTED
Subdividable propicrfy, with or 
without house, Sidney aiea, 
profoiably, east ol highway!
FREDDY STARKE B5B-0747 
or 652-9602.
We're painting, cleaning, 
wallpapering and renovating. 
We’re proud ol our buiidinga 
and our tenants are too. If 
you want to bo proud ol your 
home, call tfio , , .
Maindonalds
656»g748
I bedroorn witri loll $425 
2 bedrooms 1rom $430
I6a0 LANDSEND ROAD $895.00 per 
month, Waterfront. 3 br., 3 fireplaces, 
lartjo fenced yard, New tonont can 




l..tivol building lot, boudiefiT 
exposure, easy lo ibuild on. 




2-9t,02, JOE STARKE C'JC-
7f»r3RFDROOM
lJUNQAI-OW
required, no basomont 
necfiSBary, within walking 
distftnf’.e 'In Briar,on Ave 
Quick ciocision, ploaso call
FREDDY STARKE 65G-0747 
or 652-9602.
OrriCE SPACE elovolor, 4(X).li!4)0 *q. 
ft., $5 ft. Skfrwy Profossinal Bldg. 652- 
9711,656.6860. tf
APf.'‘’“'”AVAi'LAI8Lt ""for...seniors!
reasonable rmd, Nafgardon Court 
■6%.3M2,... ................. ;■.... .... ....... .... If
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR REf'IT
d.aiacltd tiGifiu 3 V/lki (lOff. iLoYn.iov.r,
Sidney, $60,00 weak inclusive, 656- 
9194 or 656 3513. 06
her iAmt«r, rnhio pm-Ung ln<‘1 Adult 
bldg. 65B-flB45. . 07
SIDNEY 3 bdrm, SXS duplex. 1% both, 
utility room, quiet, convenient oroo,
72LJlBro,_______ _____ ______ '...... 08
ONE - 1 DR and I • bothwlor suite, 
March Ist. W/W corpot, drapes; coble 
T.V., stove, frldfld, ompio parking,
gulet. oad hot vvtyor^aS^t 67^^^^^___  07
cici^N VIEW 2 bedroom home on cor­
ner lot, newly decorated Inside, Stove 
4 frldao, drapes, lorge storage bldgi 
on grounds with trees, lo sublet 
$525.00. Call Brion ot 656-1151 doys or 
M6-9750 evenings__ _ _____ _ 1_0
Sl5"NYYT¥EDRb6MT/TdM
bio plumbing, workshop ond carport. 
Near school* ond shopping. Children 
welcome. Sorry no pels. $475.00, 656- 
1332. ...... ....^ L. ,06
DUPLEX • 3 bdrm., 2 bolhs, bosomont, 
No pels. Loose, $575. 656-4066 or 656
4003, _ ...........07
WATErTrONT,'Xeouiiiui' coi»i^^^ 
mosphnre, private beach, furnished, 
approx. BOO sq. ft., firoploce, privole 
puttci. Tenant to be single, non­
smoking person. Rsiferencws required, 
$600 per mo. 6y-2H22..... .......... ...._^_^lf
Speaking Our Peace, a free 
movie presentation, 7:30 
p.m., Sidney library, Tues­
day, Feb. 11. Peninsula 
Disarmament Group info. 
652-4083.
* ♦ *
Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 37 will hold its 
general meeting Feb. 10 at 
7:30 p.m.
Silver Threads Centre, 10030 
Resthaven Drive - Games 
Day every Saturday after­
noon, 1-4 p.m. Drop by for 
some fun and coffee.
Stewart Goodingsv ;- past- 
president, Canadian Parents 
for French, will be the 
keynote speaker at a general 
meeting of Saanich Parents 
for French to be held 
Wednesday, Feb. 5 at 7:45 
p.m. at Deep Cove School. 
Four workshops will be of­
fered including one especially 
on French immersion for 
those parents of upcoming 
Kindergarten children for
fall, 1986. Info. 652-.3039.
* *
Canadian Bible Society Ral­
ly, Sidney, North Saanich 
branch, Monday, Feb. 10 at 
7:30 p.m. at St. Andrew’s 
Anglican Church, Sidney. 
Film Sam and Martha, the 
Canadian Bible Society s 
work in northwest Canada 
will be shown. Special drama 







$IDNEY • fufftltiharj room to r«mi, 9601 
7lh St, oI Or*1011 St, 9185 pwr wa tn- 
cluda* ulKili**. I* ocfoii from pmk tf 
COiy'FURNiSHED'BtDSIITIH In SlUouy. 
Own oitlronra ond bothroom. Shara 
kitchan, $250 par mo inrludo* tohia 
ond utJflliati. Sultohla for rv/* (omolit. 
Fhofto 6W-0029. ■ ■ i' : (17
CASH BUYER taaking oldikr charuclwr 
homo In tunny prlvnlm locution on 
Snrtnlfh Pantmulo 2 hHrttr with rmntl 
acrcag* prafnrod, NO ugonft. f’hbno 
Saltxprlrrj^ 537.9095 uvunln^ji. 02
Vl^ifiD,‘fo"RENF"T'"l«r of M 
bdrm, opt., (urnlthad. Sldnay orwo. 
Nf»-Jiiuknf. fliuno lAi, or Mt*. 
Chorltun aflar 6 p.m. 479 6856, 06
RETiiEF'CCWLC , 
ciccomtnndntlont for Moir.fi artd/nt
" ...
Come lo the Festival of 
Praise, Sunday, Feb. 9 at 
7:30 p.m., a Peninsula inter- 
church rally and annual 
meeting of the Canadian Bi­
ble Society, Saanich branch. 
Choirs, musical numbers, 
drama and refreshments at 
Friendship Baptist Church, 
7820 Central Saanich Rd. at 
Mt. Newton crossroads. In­
fo. 652-2723.
♦ ♦
Countryside Preschool is 
having a Giant Garage Sale 
on Saturday, Feb. 8 from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Brent­
wood Community Hall on 
Wallace Drive.
Womens’ Caucus offer a 
series of six lectures on 
Women and Politics, 
Wednesday evenings, 7-10 
p.m. at UVic, MacLaurin D- 
114. First speaker, Jan. 15, 
Dr. Milnor Alexander, NDP 
candidate Oak Bay. Info. 
381-1012.
♦ *
Pianist Robin Wood is 
featured in a School of Music 
Faculty Recital at 8 p.m., 
Saturday, Feb. 8 in the 




Shaukai Husain speaks on 
Life and Travel in Pakistan, 
its history and development 
struggles at 7:30 p.m, on 
Monday, Feb. 10 in Rm. D & 
E, Victoria YM-YWCA, 880
Courtney Street.
' ♦ ♦ *
Penny Joy and Saul Arbess 
will present an illusiratccl 
talk on the fascinutinB coun­
try of Indonesia based on 
their experiences there in 
1983. Sponsored by VIDE A 
and YM-VWCA, the talk 
will be held al 7:30 p.m. on 
Tuesday, Feb, 11 in Rm. 309, 
S p c c t r u m C o m nut n i t y 
School. 957 Burnside Rd, 
West.
' Ht IB ^
The ChallcnEC of Change, a 
feature length film op the life 
and work of a unique figure 
in human history, J. 
Kri'il'inamurli, Narniiion by 
Richard Buschart and 
Richard Chamberlain, Satur­
day, Feb. L5 at 2 p.m. in 
Newtumbt Tbcalit, B.C. 
Provincial Museum, Info, 
474-1488 or 384-0153.
The regular monthly meeting 
of 676 Air Cadet Squatiron 
Sponsoling Committee will 
be held at 7:30 p.m, tm T ucs- 
day. Feb. II sit the Cadef 
Hall on Canora Road.
I N C O M E T A X 
ASSISTANCE now available 
for those on low income at 
the P.C.A. office, 9751 3rd 
St., Wednesdays from 2-4 
p.m. Phone 656-0134 for an 
appointment. This service is 
free.
SIDNEY TEEN ACTIVITY 
GROUP Open House to 
celebrate 12 years of .service 
to youth on Sunday, Feb. 16 
between 12 noon and 4 p.m. 
at Ihe clubhouse, 2304 
Oakville Street,
VOl. UNTEERS RE­
QUIRED FOR new Parent 
Discussion Groups. Call Lin­
da at 656-8784 or Claire at 
653-1509 if yolu are a baby 
cuddler.
.SPRINGWOOD - Volunteer 
gardeners willing to help 
•special people with their spr­
ing work required. Please 
call Irmgaard al 652-1613.
1 N CO M E T AX 
VOLUNTEERS - Volunteers 
will be trained by Revenue 
Caitada and trainees will be 
expected to .act as tax 
volunteers. Call 656-0134 for 
further information.
The Adopicdj Adolesccrit- 
Canadian Adoption Reunion 
Register Tuc.sday, Feb, 11 at 
7:30 p.m., 586 Ridgewood 
Place, Victoria. Info. 479- 
3559.
Helping Kids Cope With 
Divorce, tlie topic at Penin­
sula Single Parents meeting, 
Wednesday, Feb. 5 at 7:30 
p.m, at 975L3rd St. 
Speakers are Sue Liinglois 
and Jack Thornburgh of 
PCA, Info. 656-0134,
The .Sidney Teen Activity 
Group is hosting a,sex educa­
tion wurkshoi) on Wednes­
day, Feb. 5 Pearl Denny will 
discuss teenage sexuality. All 
youth welcome to STAG 
clubhouse, 23W OakvJIIe 
Ave, from 7*9:30 p.m, Unfo, 
656-0134,
iMMliliailtil















FASHIONED 3®® lb. Per100g






We thank all our valued customers 
for making our Anniversary Sale 
such a great success and we look 
forward to giving you continued 
good service.
MEAT























tmarrr foods in our fish dept.
CANADA GRADE ‘A’ DONELESS BEEF
TOP-ROUND
STEAKS 1^48W kg

















IN-STORE BAKERY OPENING SOON ID
ROYAL
TIAPAN TIAPAN SLICED
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Oil or Woler 
Pack.184g...
CHEESE
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VARIETY ITEMS AVAILABLE THIS WEEK AT
THRIFTY FOODS PRODUCE DEPT.
ICHOY SUM.SINQUA.TARO ROOT.LOBOK DONQUAl 
FOQUA. LOTUS ROOT, WATER CHESTNUTS
